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IN.JROQUCTION 

This conference took place against a background of newly emerging threats to the 
health of the nation and crisis in the state of the health services. No one is more 
aware of these issues than women themselves as evidenced by the enormous 
interest this conference aroused. 

Despite increased spending on the Health Services until fairly recently, the health 
of the nation as a whole has not gre~tly improved. There is, therefore, a need at 
this time to examine the nature of the services with a view to ensuring the 
maximum return for investment. 

Many of today's iflnesses are directly attributable to the way we live. Substance 
abuse is rampant in our SOciety; 5,000 deaths a year are directly due to cigarette 
smoking and it must concern us particularly, that more and more young women 
are becoming victims of this addiction. The effects of poverty on women, and the 
stresses of trying to make ends meet with a diminishing budget, takes its toll on 
women's mental health. I 

When resources were freely avail,able, some of the services were bound to meet 
the needs of the consumer, but with the present scarce resources, it is critical that 
the services are carefully planned and targeted correctly to meet the most urgent 
needs. For this reason, it is imperative that women are involved in the decision
making at all levels in the health services, both as providers and consumers of 
these services. We are calling for the establishmen.t offormal structures to ensure 
the maximum input from women. '-, 

Total reliance on specialist medical expertise when pla,nning services, at the 
expense of the consumer view, does not result in the provi~io,n of the best service. 
For example, the policy that all births should take place in highly technological 
obstetric units is questionable. Experiences in other Europe(lJl c~untries clearly 
show that other models of childbirth care have not had any detrimep.tal effect on 
mother and baby and have proved to be the preferred option for maQY w9mel). . 
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Ano~her serious effect of the present healtl1-cuts is that old, infirm and unstable 
qte~ers of society are having to be cared for by their families, the chief burden 

I of this caring fallin..g Qn wq~en il} th~ home. :This arrangement is euphemistically 
~ termed; community . due" and with qiminishing back,-\lp services available, 
especia~in rural areas, the implications fbr the health of the carer herself are 
most serio1is: C()mmunity care is based on the presumption of women's unpaid 
and unrecogi\i~ed labour. 

However, manywotiten's self-help and support groups have emerged in the past 
few years and it is clear that women are prepared to take responsibility for their 
own health care and wel}...~eing. There is a growing interest in preventative health 
care. This is a welcome trend away from the present paternalistic model of health 
care, which is epitomised by the fact that 80% of patients visiting their GP get a 
prescription for some form of medication. 

There is hope that we can move towards being more healthy and that women will 
Rut their own health needs higher on their list of priorities. It is a fact that married 
men enjoy better health than married women, and that single men suffer more 
illness than single women! 

Daphne Passmore, 
Chairwoman of the CSW Health Committee 
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OPENING ADDRESS 

" by Mary Banatti, M.E.P. 

'" It gives me great pleasure tq open this most valuable and important conference. 

I will talk to you briefly about the work of my Committee - the European 
Parliarpent Committee on the Environment Public Health and Consumer Protec
tion and also the work of the Commission in the European Year of Cancer. 

It is paradoxical that as medical science has improved and defeated the cata
strophic killer diseases of the past over wh~ch we had so little personal control
TB, diptheria, polio, what is killing us now are diseases over which we can and 
should hilve control if we take it - and that is essentially what we are here to 
discuss today. 

For too long women have taken the victim role in relatiQn to their own health with 
a sense of powerlessness in front of the great medical mythology. Conditioned to 
be the 'carer' of her children/parents/husband, women still find it hard to be 
, sick' and all tP.o frequently jgnore their own diminishing health until it's beyond 
repair. 

If we are to take control of our health we must get as much information as we need 
to exercise this control. 

What is health? - The Boston Women's Collective gives this definition: "A state 
of well being and freedom from disease and pain which should be considered a 
basic right and a high social priority". Too often it takes the onset of serious illness 
before we begin to even think about health (as opposed to illness). A positive side 
of the on-set of serious illness in recent years been a growing realisation on the 
part of the individual that they could radically affect their. own recovery by a 
change of attitude and lifestyle. Many patients who have been active in their own 
recovery have a positively altered view of life in g~neral. Instead of being the 
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victims of their illness, this active involvement in their own recovery gives them 
the expectation that things will go well and they are victims no longel: As"a result, 
their physical body responds, and they are frequently much'well-er than ~efore 
they became ill. 

This is European Year Against Cancer and throughout the Community fonhe 
coming year many educational activities are planned. There has been a tendency 
in EurQ terms to concentrate funds 'and activities on elaborate advertising and 
information campaigns. 

There has been little evidence that these kinds of campaigns actually change 
attitudes or indeed save lives. As a result, the European Parliament has changed 
quite dramatically the priorities for European Year Against C~ncer; less advertis
ing, mote emphasis on training workshops' for health professionals and other 
educators, but"also for self-help projects: Howeve~ the odds are still heavily 
stacked in favour of the medicalmodel. 

Some of the tnost interesting research findings about cancer in recent years have 
related to the psychological factorS-influencing the onset of cancel: The so-called 

.. cancel\ personality, the pre-disposing emotional factors, for exampre the inci
dence of depreSSion, loss and bereavement with breast cancer. Amongst t~e main 
causative ~gents for cancer have been the obvious physical causes - smoking, 
exposure to radiation ;an'd other carcinogenic substances, sun an4 life crises. 

The physical cancers have a relatively good recovery rate particularly if detected 
early. The others can also recover but not without strong emotional s1.1pport and 
a change. of lifestyle. It is in this area that the self-help group and psychological 
counselling services are making such significant contributions. In this country 
groups such as Turning Point, Reach for Recovery, The Irish Cancer Society, are 
all doing most interesting work. 

Health is not an issue in either the Treaty of RQme or the Single Europ~an Act 
except where it specifically relates tQ the working ,environment. However that 
doesn't stop us talking about it in the, European PaJ:liament. In 1981 the Parlia
ment adopted a resolution on health care,which-speci~cally calls for the active 
participation in framing health policy measures desigI!.M to give women more 
practical experience in matters of health. It also ca!ls on lhe"{ommission to take 
initiatives to ensure a type of training which taKes accoul'\t of the speciti~ 
problems of women and to strive to ensure equal relationshiJlbetween women 
and doctors - the obvious implication from this being that most of...th,e doctor~ 
were male. 
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AmopgsUhe other activiti~s of the Comm~ttee OIl Environment, Public Health 
CUlE Consumer Protection, we have.covereqmany reports relating to food in the 
hisiJh1'j?e':Y~ars. We -take tJre attitude in the Committee that food legislatjon is 

~ri~an!r a healtn issue, aruIlegislation rel,,:~ing to food must take into considera
tion as ifs...first.priority the health of the consumer. However, not everybody 
agrees. with,}lS in this matter. 

Is foo~ an economi<;, oNl.health matter? Which, Committee takes priority when 
drafting the Parlial'Qent's opinion? We have studied the legislation relating to 
additives, packagini irradiation, labelling, and freezing of food. We have also 
had. a long an~ acrimoniQ..us discu~sion\on the que:;tioA of hormonal add,itives in 
me,at pr9duction.·tIere w~~ame up ~,!inst a very strong resistance from the 
Agricultural Committee. Hav:ing waited for neat:ly three fears ·for a scientific 
report on the safety, OJ: oth~Fwise, of l"\ormonaUIJ1P\ants for beef.production, we 
finally decide9 that if there was no ,conclusive evid~nce of the safety of these, we 
would call for the ban on their use in meat produ~tioq. 

Ih this country the ban has been implemented legally. Itremain~ to be seen how 
stringentlY,it is being apRlied and there have,been some dist\lr\>inginciqences in 
recent months of large amounts of growth p~omOJing hormones peing seized,by. 
inspectors\ from the Department of Agriculture. Judging from some of the 
response that I got when I voted for the banning of these hormones,ba.ck in 1985, 
it is obviously a matter of huge economic concern to'many groups in this country. 
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REPRODUCTIV-E HEALTH 

PRE-MENSTRUAL SYNDROME 
Rapporteur: Fiona Bradley 

The workshop was divided into three sections. Initially, Dr. Monica McWeeney 
outlined whatthe premenstrual syndrome is and how women can deal with it. 
In' the-second section, the worRshop split into groups of:three, and each group 
r~Ie-played the position of doctor/patient with -the, third person' acting ' as 
facilitator. Finally, the ,' small groups reported what had happen-ed;during'the 
role-play and there was a general discussion. 

In her resume, Dr. McWeeney said the premenstrual syndrome is used to refer to 
emotional and'physical changes which occur in most women before menstrua
tion. It is ' believed that over 60% of women suffer from one 'Or, more of the 
symptoms of PMS. About 10% of women find these changes a problem and 
would like help.' The distressing feelings may ,start as long ~s 14,days before 
menstruation,'butmore commonlya few days before. Generally, the womarrfee\s 
better at or shortly after the onset of bleeding and then feels well and 'back to 
normal for the rest of the cycle. Contrary to popular belief PM's often affects older 
women more severely than younger women. 

The symptoms of PMS vary from woman to woman, and the syn.drome Can pe 
divided into 4 categories - A,H,C -and D. PMS, A (anxiety) is characterised by 
feelings of irritability and nervous tension. It seef\ls to be associated with eating 
high amounts 'of dairy products ·aQd refined sugarS'. In the , l;i, ,(\lyqrat~on) 
category, women have symptoms of s~lt al1d wat~r ret,entiop, witn,w~ight.gain, 
sore breasts and a bloated tUDlmy. Women with PMS C experience craving for 
sweets and refined carbohydrates, and have beel\liho\yn to:h<\v,e'!9w.I~vels <?ftJie 
mlfie"ral magnesium. The most severe form ofPMS is the,!;;> (qeR~e.~§j9P') cat~gory. 
Women in this group feel depressed, withdrawn, unable t~le~p. jlJ:ld may. even 
be suicidal. 
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In.,-01!!!!ning an appr:oach to the treatment of PMS, Monica stressed the impor
. }ante q,Thelf-h<elp.)nitialiy women can try altering their diet, and this is particu
r.trly.)mpprtant (n" th~\ !Q-14 da~s ;p~fore a, p.eriod. Tea and coffee should be 

excluded hof!l 'the ~iel, and sugar, salt and dairy products should be cut down, 
while plentY-Q! fresh-fruit and vegetables should be eaten. It is also important to 
cut down on atc~hol and cigarettes, and to take more exercise. If a change in diet 
has not improved"ffiatters-after-3 months, Monica recommended taking vitamin 
B6, calcium, magnesium, vitamin E and evening primrose oil or glanolin. Some 
drugs are available, but hopefully. these can be avoided for most women. Monica 
said that one of the main problems for women withPMS is that they~an' t identifY 
their symptoms accurately' for their doctor. She stressed that communication is 
very important. 

With this in mind the workshop was divided into several groups of three. Each 
person took turns to role-play patient. and doctor, wIth the tl;tird with the third 
person acting as facilitator. The aim of the role-play was to assess the process of 
communication. Were the women communicating their probleIJls effectively, 
and if not, what could they do to improve"matters? 

I 

Each group then reported their experience back to the whole workshop. During 
the discussion many interesting points were raised. First of all, hearly all the 
women had role-played the doctor as male. Doctors were portrayed as disinter
ested and too busy to listen, unsympathetic and unwilling to explore the problem 
fully. ThfY were portrayed as handing out Valium and other tablets a~ quickly as 
possible, and didn't provide enough jnformation to enable the women to help 
themselves. 

REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY 
Rapporteurs: Grainne Healy, Rita Burtenshaw, Marie Gleeson 

:Our workshop started with an input from Marie on the different types of 
technology currently available induding:-

Artificial Insemination by Donor (AID) 
Artificial !nsemination by Husband (AIH) 
'Self Insemination' (51) 
Gamete Intra Fallopian Transfer (GIFT) 
In Vitro Fertilization (IV F) 
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Lavage 
Freezing Embryo 
Twinning 
Donor Eggs 
Donor Embryos 
Surrogate Motherhood 
Cloning 
Sex Selection 

Marie finished her input with a short explanation of genetic engineering and 
eugenics. 

Explanations of the above are not given in this report as the workshop quickly 
moved on to discuss the issues raised by these technologies. 

We stated that the workshop was not a workshop on infertility and that reproduc
tive technology is not a 'cure' or a,n 'answer for infertile wom~nl 

We then moved onto the second stage and, Rita and Grainne gave so~e informa
tion on the more recent and less discussed technologies. The wor~shop then 
looked at some of the issues they raised for women including: 

Genetic Screening 

Some companie~ ~re genetically screening their workforce a,nd therefore they can 
screen people out of jobs. Are we expecting people to change to fit into a 
dangerous workplace/world rather than changing the dangerous workplace/ 
world? 

The Possibility of Men Having Babies in the future . 
Some doctors suggest that a fetus can be placed in, a man's abdominal cavity and 
delivered by caesarian section. There is a demand in Australia for this technique 
particularly from transexuals ie. men 'who have tried to change their sex with 
medical assistance. 

The Separation of Mother and Fetus 

Under this heading we discussed the forced caesarian sections being carried out 
in the USA the vast majority of which are carriedout on hispanic women. We also 
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dtew links with the English cases where men (fathers/husbands) were trying to 
sf0p-woUlen having abortions by taking legal action against them. 
/ ~-
~ -
The-wOi'~hop ~oved on to discuss the pos~ibility of an artificial womb in the 
near future}~hatl:his would mean for us as women and what kind of babies such 
a womo' w,otl~ produce. NobodY' in the workshop was supportive of such 
technologies an~e all expressed our feeling of helplessness at stopping such 
developments. 

\", 
We then moved on the topic of technocrats, the medical profession in general and 
its relationship with wom~n. There was much criticism from the women who 
attended our workshQP of tIte,profession, but some women felt that they wanted 
the 'high tech.' births etc. to be-available in the case of emergencies. 

As always we had not enough time! The need for more feminist based informa
tion was once again expressed. Many of the women present were amazed and 
horrified at how far progressed the technologies were at this stage and some 
women present had not discussed R.T. at all before the workshop. We felt the 
workshop was a success in terms of advanCing worn ens awareness of the topic. 

CONTRA'CEPTION AND STERILISATION 
Rapporteur: Dr. Sheila Jones 

We beg~ the workshop by asking each woman present what her expectations 
were of the workshop. Some women wanted specific information on contracep
tion and sterilisation, others wanted to discuss the broader issues involved. We 
all agreed that a woman needed a lot of information on the subject before making 
up her mind which method of contraception she preferred. It was also apparent 
that different methods of contraception might be suitable at various stages in a 
woman's reproductive life. 

Terry Canavan had brought along a variety o~ contraceptives and these gener
ated much interest. A discussion followed and questions answered. 

Women in rural Ireland were seen to have special problems. There was a lack of 
information available. There was no easy access to Family Planning Clinics. There 
was an over dependence on rural G.P's. who would quite often just prescribe the 
Pill, and not provide proper follow up. It was welcomed that far more doctors are 
now being trained in Family Planning. 
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It was felt by many of the women presennhat there should be an increased 
awareness of barrier methods of contraception. The merits and the drawbacks of 
the cap were discussed. Some women felt it was difficult to get a doctor to fit a cap, 
the pill beit:tg easier to prescribe. The sponge was thought to be interestin~ but 
the failure rate was unacceptable. It was agreed that condoms were having a 
revival eof interest because of the threat of A.I.D.S., and it was felt that women 
should always insist that a man used a condom if there is any health risk involved 
even if she was on the pill. The I. U.CD. was recognised as having side effects, but 
it was a useful method for some women who could not use other methods of 
contraception. 

The feeling of the workshop was that women too often put up with the best oh 
bad lot where contraception was concerned. They opted for the pill because the 
big issue was not to get pregnant. Women should be constantly looking for better 
methods of contraception and not put up with anything less than the best. 

Sterilisation was discussed by the group. We all felt it should be more widely 
available to men and women: It was felt to be unacceptable that it was,only easily 
available in private clinics. There was a feeling that sterilisation should be 
available to younger single people. It was agreed that proper counselling was of 
utmost importance before sterilisation as the .operation had to be treated as 
irreversible! It was felt to be unacceptable that any woman should have to go 
before an ethics committee in some hospitals when applying for\a !sterilisation. 
Some women in the workshop felt thatalthough vasectomy was a much simpler 
procedure, they would still prefer to have the option of having a tubal ligation . 

We queried the male dominated medical orientated approach to information and 
direction in the area of contraception and sterilisation. The pOSSibility of having 
fertility control without medical control was an issue for some women. '" 

We had heard at the opening of the conference that this was the European Year 
against Cancer. Our workshop suggested tha,t next year be designated the 
European Year for Family Planning. ' , 

The main feeling of the group was that women want,ed, to be in cont~ol of their 
own fertility. They wanted more information and easier ,ac~ess to contraception. 
They wished for more research into better methods,91 contraception, and they felt 
that sterilisation should be easily available in public hospitalS. , . .... 
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MENOP,AUSE AND AGEING 
~appo!:!eur: Joy ,Rudd I 
. I < ~ 

'thls-ww~hop,which was very well attended, was opene"d by Dr. Maura Woods 
who,read'a'R'lEet oIl the biglogical changes which take place at the menopause. 
She outline~ th~ symptoms, the causes and the medical responses. 

'" ~ She pointed outJ.hat inJhe past only a minority of women experienced this period 
in their.lives as the av~rage life expectancy was low, many women spent their 
adult life child-bearing and did not live into old age. She said there was a great 
variety in both the time of'<\nset of the menopause, the severity of the symptoms 
fel~ &nd the length >of time it lasted. MiQ.wives had been more experienced in 
dealing,with women's £Omplaints than the largely male gynaecologists. 

In the discussion that followed, most of the questions were medicaL Women 
spoke freely of their own experiences and their difficulties in getting medical 
help. It was obvious that what they nee~d most was accurate medical informa
tion and tqat tnany were ignorant of the chClnges which were taking place in their 
bodif;s 0(" how to alleviate their symptoms. Dr. W,Qods told them that in Australia, 
for example,.there were special menopause clinics where women could get the 
information they required. In Ireland there was resistance to even admitting that 
one was g0ing through the menopause and many women were too frightened to 
ask for infprmation. 

Some of t,he main concerns expressed were: difficulties experienced in getting 
doctors to take symptoms seriously; lack of hormone replacement treatment; 
menopausal sYI1.lptoms being ~ealt with by vjllium ;.unnecessary hysterectomies 
and mastectomies; lack of information being made available to women and the 
lack of iI1formation about women of many doctors. 

The ,main recommendations were: 

1. The Department of Health should have a specific section on women's health 
and should publish and distribute leaflets on the subject of menopause. 

2. Basic information on the menopause should be included in women's studies 
if} schools and in adult education. 

3. Part of the curriculum for both male and female doctors in medical schools 
should be compulsory and accurate information on the menopause. 
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4. Women themselves should form groups to support one another, to talk about 
their health problems and to form political lobbies to pressurize their T.D.s. 

GENERALCO~ENTS 

Although this workshop was called 'Menopause and Ageing, it was devoted 
entirely to the menopause and is a good example of the sort of group for which 
there is a need -women being'ilble to put medical questions to a doctor in an open 
situation in which they feel free to talk about their individual experiences and in 
which they can learn from one another. Helt the general tone was too pessimistic 
mainly due I think to the intense socialization which women undergo in this 
society, the message of which is that their only legitimate function is to bear 
childreri and act a s sex objects for men cind that afte'i'~he menopause' they linger 
on as non persons. It also seemed to me that there was too much emphasis on ill
health and I got the impression that most women seemed to think that their 
physical faculties would deterioqlte inevitably after this dreaded period of life, 
I think a much more positive message needs to.be cOl1veyed. 

Most of us know sprightly ninety-year-olds with all their faculties intact'and why 
shouldn't a seventy'-year-old woman be President of the United States? 

FEMINISM AND CHILDBIRTH 
Rapporteur: Patricia Wallace 

The role of motherhood was the 'p~inciple focus of this worJ<shop rather than the 
event of childbirth. In Ailbhe SIIlyth's opinion, 'childbirth is seen as a biofogical 
fact whereas in fact it is a continuous process. 

In the late 1960s and 19701' motherho~~ ~as thrown out by lemi.n~stsi femiJlists 
were in fact anti-motherhood. Feminism 'Has been and e,ontinues to be a crucial 
force.' in enabling tis ~o think about motherhood an4 in inaking :motherhoOd 
visible. . "-

'., '\ 

~ number of contradictions in social attitudes to moth~J;'hood were instanced by. 
the speaRer: ' 

" ~ • "': t 

.. -bearing a child,is presented as the hi&hes,tgoal a wom~n ca~ ~chi.eve ip our 
patriarchal societyatld yet there is1i distirict lack of status ,i'nd VtSiBi\itywhen 
a woman is pregnant or has a child. 
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-it n;to,therhoo~ is the most importapt i~spe in our lives as women, why do so 
_~_ m:anx.,~omeh ~perience it as a 10,5s of i?entity? 

~mothet;'h60d is natural, right and good for all women, why do we need so 
-<. J.!lu~h.. exp~r!is~ and medical intervention around childbirth? The patriarchal 

system.~,ssumes JVomen ~o be ill, ignorant and/ or incompetent. 
~the ro~e'Q1 Ill:ar,riillg~ ~n th~ are'l:.of motherho~d re~~Gts so~iety' s attitude; it 
IS wrong tG,h;;tve.,~hllQren If you are not marn~d/ It IS wrong not to have 
children. if,yo1l, -ar..e ma,rried. Marriage haS nothing to do with the biology of 
chi~dbirth. ~ , , \ 
-~f 11l0,therhood is o,!r na~u(al Q.om~in, how have we lost control of childbirth 
and allow,ed,our aut~rjty to Q,e stolen from US? 

, , "-
¥otherhood has different m.ea~ings for wpmen at different times of,history,and 
in different ft,tltures. It is'P9litically important to re,cognise that motherhood is 
subject to change .... aI)d that we can change it. Prior to the liberation movements 
of the 1960s and e~rJy 1970s, 'Yom en' s,needs were st,lbordinate to the needs of tl}e 
species, total denial .of the self was d"emanded and ,it is not surprising that 
motherhood was viewed as at the heart 'of women's oppression. There were 
campaigns il,\ I;:urope and America to makecqntraception an~ abortion legal and 
availabU? ~nne ,Oakley's sociological studies ~how that women'saw motherhood 
as a negative experience. She has also questIOned the medicalisation of child
birth/moth~rhood and the control by men with~n the profession dealing with 
this area. . 

J\n asseci'\ti~m between childbirth, mQt~erhood and instability .has b~en made by 
the mal~~domiJ,lat~d medi.cal profess~on jl} our parlriarchal socjety. The id~a of 
post~natal depression as a normal and 'inevitable part o~ childbirth ha~ almost 
been imposed on women. 

Sarah Ruadick has looked at the revival of motherhood during times of economic 
recession in her book "M~ternal Thinking". Tl~ere has been a shift of language 
witli motherhood now being 'referred to as mothering. This new term give~ a 
more restricted view of the role as a period of time rather than a state of being. 

In the open session of the workshop, areas of concern expressed by' women 
included: 

-the u~ease with which women view the legislative rights of the foetus in the 
u.s.A. ' 
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-the shift in social attitudes when organised women get close to real chal
lenges to sOciety e.g. the recent emphasis on the psychology of motherhood / 
mothering detracts our attention from the current social situation. Tied in 
with this is a type of generation gap where what we think in our early 20' s 
might,change in the 30's when children become important. 
-the need for women in the workforce in France has illustrated how mother
hood is viewed in a particular time and culture. French feminism has 
changed from being a particular type of Marxism to being a woman-centred 
feminism where pride is taken in being a woman/mother. 
-the solution to the feminist/motherhood dilemma does not lie in choosing 
not to have a child but rather in changing social attitudes and structures. The 
experience of childbirth has also changed the theories; having fewer children 
has allowed us to realise that the oppression is elsewhere. 
-the division of motherhood as an institution and motherhood as an experi
ence was discussed. The experience of women as mothers was felt to be that 
of living in a society where wom~n and children are invisible. An example of 
this is the lack of creche faci\itjes, even in maternity hospitals. 
-the idea that full-time motherhood is a redundant term was expressed. 
There is a perception that with smaller families, many 30 year-old women 
simply wait at home all day for their children to come home from school. 
-women's lack of participation in organisations and associatioqs fighting to 
change society was seen to be mainly due to a lack ofbelieftha,t we can change 
things. 

The workshop then focussed o~ childbirth and women's experienc~ of it. Con
cern was expressed about the cut~ in the Health Services and their e~fects on 
women in particular. The enforced "discharge from some maternity hospitals of 
women 48 hours after delivery (as opp~sed to voluntary discharge as individ~al 
women choose) and the withdrawal of the 6-week checkup were two such effect~ 
which were regarded as !post detrimenta~ to women. 

It was suggested that perhaps the emergence. of more women doctors would 
change the maternity services but the general' (eeling was that it would not 
necessarily have this effect. There is a danger of women changing to imitate rrien~ . 

Women who rush back into careers after childbirth withOut acknowled'gingwhal 
they have been through were seen as doing a disservice to We~en in gen~ral a,nd 
invalidating their own experience. We have arrived at the sta~e where w'omen 
may see themselves as failures because they experience pail\..l11 childbirth. (In 
many ante-natal classes, these labour pains are referred to as a 'discomfort'). 
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The question of why midwives are often the most rigid in their attitudes was 
r-aise~]i'd it was /suggested that the moulding of middle-position women into 
~~servienrroles is the cause of this. 

Mary o'i~n' s .. book "Hospitalisation of Childbirth" was referred to, she writes 
of the defem!ni~afion and deritualiSation which has occured. The move to allow 
partners into the l~bour war-a to' share in the birtp experience was discussed: on 
one hand it is an ~dvance, on the other hand it further isolates women from each 
other as the husband"f..partner becom'es the only socially sanctioned intimate 
friend and our mothers"and women friends are no longer available to help us 
through the experience. "'-" 

" The workshop was told of an Early Childhood Development Project in Coolock 
which aims to counteract the isolation of women at home. 

The workshop also discussed the discrimination which exists against lesbian 
mothers; they experience a very real fear of losing custody of their children and 
they suffer a great lack of legal rights. 

PREGNANCY AS CRISIS 
Rapporteur: Ruth Riddick 

Having o~tlined the purpose of the workshop as being (i) to explore issues in 
Pregnancy as Crisis and (ii) to identify areas of particular concern to report back 
to the Plenary Session of the Seminar, Ruth Riddick, OPEN LINE COUN
SELLING; stated that, in the experience of her Pregnancy Counselling service, 
there was a three-part Crisis Cycle in crisis pregnancy: the pregnancy te~t, 
addressing the crisis and implementing the decision(s). Representatives of the 
other counselling services present were then invited to address the workshop 
and describe ~ow these different services addressed the Crisis Cycle. 

Present: 
Teresa Joyce, CURA 
Gemma Rgwley, ALLY 
Cora Pollard, CHERISH 
Trish McKeoin, COUNSELLING HELPLINE 
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The following points were highlighted by the speakers: 

- a need to move away from the idea that crisis pregnancy is confined to single 
women; married women are contaGting the services in appreciable numbers; 
- a need to provide services for non-marital fathers, partners and family; 
- a need for post-pregnancy counselling; especially for adoption, where a 
vacuum in service was agreed to exist; 
- the need for providers of services not to fall into the trap of" professionali
sation" at the expense of" caring"; 
- the advantages, disadvantages and frustrations of telephone-only coun
selling. 

A general discussion follawed in which the followin-g points emerged: 

-a need for a co-ordinated approach to the provision of services as each of the 
services were perceived differently and attracted different clientels, al
though all purport to offer a "non-directive pregnancy counselling service"; 
- that the lack of material, social, educational and career opportunities for 
girls in working class communities was leading young women to adopt the 
single parenthood route to independence and adulthood, which, in turn, is 
creating new urban ghettoes. This point was echoed in the observation that 
lone parenting can lead women into a poverty trap and the black economy; 
- that the legal climate, post-referendum (Article 40.3.3) and post-"Hamil
ton" Qudgement in the SPUC case), has created a new climate 'of fear and 
panic among women, as well as a new paranoia among the providers of 
relevant social services; 
- that the lack of access to information in this legal climate is delaying women 
who find they have to contact many individuals and organisations before 
getting the basic information they need to make a well-informed decision; 
- finally, the problem of whethet; in very many cases, women did, in fact, 
having regard to social attitudes and financial considerations, have a real 
choice at all, was raised .... , 

WOMEN AND INFERTILITY 
Rapporteur: Patricia Daly 

''\ 

Jane Tuohy introduced the topiC of the workshop. THe decisfo~~'¥o ' become a 
mother is one that involves accepting a change of status and s!yle:ollife. How we, 
as individuals, see that is a result of our whole social and cultural history as well 
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as OUI: ideas of motherhood and parenting. The decision to become a Q'lother is 
mQ~ ~onscious now thatwe have gained increased control over our fertility. The 
pr:o'Cess.of this Qe~i~ion is .sha!ed by fertile an'djnfertile women. We do no~ know 
fu'adyan~ .of-trying to conceive whether we are fertile or not (with a few rare 
exceptions\ I~'is ol)ly after attempting to conceive that some will find themselves 
frustrated ~n~~y,decide that ther~ is a problem. At this stage r.eactions vary, 
some women ~uldn't beJ~othered and accept without trauma or investigation 
that they won't h~~hildren, or more likely, after a number of years, gradually 
stop expecting to be p.regnant. Some of us (leny that we ever wanted a child or we 
may realise that we really didn:t want a child but wanted to prove our femininity. 
Women whose partners are infertile may change partners or become pregnant by 
other men. Some of us se'ek medical help in identifying and correcting our 
problem. More women look for medical help than probably ever did before, no 
doubt because it is now much more successful, especially for women whose 
problem is failure to ovulate. 

It is somehow easier to accept infertility wh~n there is a known physical cause; 
it helps us to feel less like a victim. The firstyisit to an infertilitydinic can be a very 
satisfyh.lg experience if it provides scope for tal9-ng control of our situation 
instead of having it happen to us. It can give us options and with luck it may also 
give us a chance of motherhood. . 

For virtually every woman who has undergone medical investigations and 
treatmen~ for infertility, the hardest and most painful experienc~s ~re the delays 
and misunderstandings of treatment rather than the treatment itself. She may be 
dealing y;ith consultants for the first time in hee life and will usually find that the 
important part of her ~eIOmage, her womanliness, is being discussed only on a 
physiological level and in condItions of long waits and soort hurried consulta
tions. 

In some infertility clinics the woman's partner may not even be allo~ed to wait 
with her in the waiting room, despite the fact that the problem is as likely to be 
his as hers and certainly should be shared emotionally. If they do not achieve a 
pregnancy within a few months of the diagnosis of the problem, tension invari
ably builds up. If treatment continues without success for a-yearor ~o as a slow 
unfolding of test results and treatment and the long waits tor each me~strual 
period, the repetition of renewed hope each month then disappointment isolates 
tl)e ~oman within the functions of her own body. Each woman reacts ~ifferel].tly 
to this isolation buqhe sense of failure to control ones own body is universal. 
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Public perception of great medical cures for infertility is inaccurate and centred 
solely on the ability of a high-status branch of medicine to offer treatment to those 
they consider most suitable. There is no system for emotional support nor even 
acknowledgement that such support is necessary during treatment. This is an 
issue of mental health as well as physical well-being. 

One of the unfortunate results of the emphasis in more high technology tech
niques such as invitro fertilisation and GIFT has been the backlash within the 
women's movement. There is a strong anti-science politiC of reproduction which 
calls science by definition male. While developing the political philosophy to 
uphold a stand against reproductive technologies, infertile women have either 
been made invisible or caricatured so as to remove the 'personal' from the theory. 
Infertile women are being discredited as being wrong-thinking if they wish to 
consider so called' experimental' techniques to become pregnant, while at the 
same time they are thought to be selfish and politically unpure for taking 
motherhood seriously enough to want it so badly. 

A further trap for infertile women, is that our health system makes it milch easier 
for women to be treated seriously as a private patient than as a public patient. 
Public patients can wait months between treatments and even longer if they need 
a stay in hospital. The most exotic techniques are virtually unavailable to public 
patients. Women must either be able to pay the money required or save for years 
for what may be a single try at a not very successful technique. The-whole tenor 
of treatment changes from what .the woman needs to what she can afford. GIFT 
and IVF are seen by the public, and by the Department of Health as techniques 
for the well-heeled, rather than an option for women who have no othershance 
of a pregnancy. 

We have seen in the last year the exclusion from the Health Board Drug Refund 
Scheme some of the most effective drugs for treatment of women who do not 
ovulate, Metrocdin and Pergonal. 

Couples who decide that adoption offers them a ,b'apce for parentingftnd thauh.e 
option is only open to a lucky few. More single mothers are now keeping their 
babies and more women than ever are choosing abor~ion as a solution to an 
unwanted pregnancy, leaving fewer and f~wer babjes fO.!:adQP~!on. The response 
of the agencies to the increased number of applicants for babjes and the decreas
ing numbers available has been to tighten the parame.N,r~ b)\ w.bich adoptive 
parents.are s~reened. Not only i~ adoption.limited .to Il1arrje~ c@ples ~hQ hav~ 
been married for five ye~rs, but qow themother~ust ijSUill,ly Q~ uI\der}4 a.Uh,e 
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time.of placement, she must be willing to give up outside employment, mother 
..and-tather must be in perfect physical health, must usually practise the same 
,.religio~:tS'th~natural mother and must undergo months of homestudy by social 

worker(from !h'e agency. 

"-
Some couples are now attempting to adopt abroad and bring their child back to 
Ireland, and ii~w are able to do- so. It is extremely difficult and expensive and 
receives absolutely no support from the adoption agencies or the state support 
systems. Our-adoption laws make the legal position of these children ambiguous 
and there has been no move to improve it. 

'\, 

The discussion which followed focussed on public misperceptions of both 
infertility treatments and wo'men seeking treatment, about the backlash experi
enced from the women's movement, about the increasing risk of commercializa
tion of infertility treatment and the distinction between private and public 
services. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE 

1. More information including leaflets and posters on medical facts, treatments, 
emoti(mal responses and options available. 

2. Improvements in sex education in schools, clinics, adult and community 
centres. 

3. Medical and psychological counselling services should be introduced in 
treatment clinics and hospitals as a follow-up to consultations with 
consultants. 

4. Understanding from other women. 

REPRODUCTIVE HAZARDS IN THE WORKPLACE 
Rapporteur: Ita O'Connor 

Speaker: Sylvia Woods, Medical Officer, Dept, of Labour 

The term "reproductive hazard" is often viewed as an issue solely pertaining to 
pregnant women. A "reproductive hazard" is often identified when an unusually 
high incidence of birth abnormalities pOint to the possible existence of a hazard 
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in a certain workplace. This approach can be described, rather, graphically, as 
outcome oriented, and does not address the real scope of the issue. 

After alt the reproductive systems of both women and men can be affected by 
hazards at work. We can instance sterility for both sexes, and heavy or delayed 
periods and cervical cancer for women as effects that cannot be linked to delivery 
of an abnormal baby. And we can assume this list is not exhaustive. 

The issue extends even further when we see that members of a worker's 
household can be affected by substances brought home on workdothes, as in the 
case of a lead worker's wife inhallng lead dust which can result in miscarriage. 
It is also possible that a farmer's wife could be detrimentally affected by a 
pesticide sprayed on crops, and that the reproductive systems of those not yet of 
childbearing age could be damaged by hazardous substances released from the 
workplace. 

But how do we trace a link between a substance in the workplace and a 
detrimental effect on our reproductive systems? 

Initial research on occupational health hazards was carried out on male workers 
hospitalised as a result of exposure to substances encountered on the job. Given 
the birth/ outcome oriented approach to the identification of reproductive haz
ards, it is not surprising that this research disregarded the reprodu'ctive system. 
more importantly, however, is that the safe limits placed on substance as a result 
of this - research which are still included in our legislation - are based on the male 
metabolic system; the catch is that women metabolise certain substances-differ
ently to men. 

We do know that high levels of lead can cause miscarriage; this is recognised in 
the Factories Act 1955. But what about newer industries involving use of lead, 
such as soldering of electronic components? We know that certain substances 
cause sterility in males but can we assume that the same substances will have a 
harmful effect on women? We know ,that certain substances pass directly 
through the placenta causing damage to the embryo' and that people working 
with children risk the damaging effects of exposure to rubella. Yet we dOllot have 
an immunisation programme to deal with this latter risk. " . 

-\. 

It has been well documented that anaesthetic acids have-a'detrimeiHal effect on 
the female reproductive system, yet there is no protective legislation covering 
their widespread use by hospital and laboratory workers. Our health and safety 
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lilW!i which might be used as protection fropt such hazards cover only factories, 
and C! Bill (bilsed on the Barrington Report) ~hich proposes to include some pro-

. ./tection-torthe remaining 80% of the workforce has been discussed for years yet 
rema.ins"une.nacted. Ev.en this Bill proposes that employees should be given 
information regat:ding jgb hazards on a take it or leave it basis, which still does 
not address'4:l).eissue.of making the workplace safe for those workers who have 
the Hobson's't:!loice of hazardous job or no job. 

The ppssible reproal,lctive hazards associated with VDU's earned a high profile 
for a time. The 1/ solution" in view of lack of proof of danger yet lack of proof of 
safety is to suggest.that women-stop ,working on VDU's when they become 
pregnant. Even limiting t~issJle to birth-outcomes, we still face the problem of 
when. does a woman knoW\.shl'! is pregnant? And if a substance is indeed 
hazardous might not the damag~ be done by the time she finds out? 

The questions multiply: How can we establish that a substance causes heavy or 
delayed periods as opposed to causing early miscarriages? How can we tackle the 
pOSSibility of different deformities in children due to exposure of either a father 
or mother to a certain substance? And there is a central further question: once we 
have established a link between a substa~ce or activity and damage to the 
reproductive system, how do we ensure that new health and safety measures are 
conceded willingly as opposed to the research results being used to add further 
to the vulnerability of women as workers. This question is especially pressing in 
view o~ the present economic climate, and of the ideological climate about 
womeq's right to work. How do we demand a safe and healthy workplace for 
women and yet avoid giving employers (and others) who believe women should 
not work outside the home a stick to beat us with. 

A practical stop-gap approach is to follow up on only those hazards that are also 
hazards for men. But a long term strategy is needed to tackle those specific to 
women. Sporadic demands without the ultimate goal in view may lead us up 
dead-ends on this issue, and may do more harm than good in the long run. 

A number of distinct strategies have been sugge§ted. One is to ensure that all 
workers are treated equally. One has just to imagin~ an 8 month pregnant woman 
attempting to balance nonchalantly on a high ladder, or a man recovering from 
a heart attack attempting full exertion without rest, or a person in a wheelchair 
attempting to navigate steep steps, to realise that this model is full of holes. 

Another strategy is to insist that there should be equal treatment of males and 
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females with special treatment of pregnant women. We face the problem with 
this model of not having a clear measure of when someone is or is not pregnant, 
the fact of metabolic differences between males and females, the limitations of the 
birth-outcome approach, and the j6b vulnerability of those whom an employer 
is reqUired to treat specially. 

Another suggested strategy is to avoid any distinctions on the basis of gender and 
to push for adaptation of the workplace to suit the individual worker's special 
needs; to make the workplace user-friendly. Here we encounter the difficulty of 
framing legislation which would be effective. Enforceable legislation requires 
some definite regulations and the bluntness of general rules to cover individual 
cases must be weighed against the protection such rules afford the workforce as 
a grouping, and the basic standards such rules impose on employers. 

As we grappled with the complexities of this issue, itwas cold comfort to hear that 
a recent study examining the rela.tionship between job and "pregnancy out
comes" (healthy babies, low birth weight and the like) found that poverty, and 
not type of job, was by far and away the greatest-hazard to a woman's health. 

Sounds like we've a long way to go, baby. 

, ", 
" 
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HEALTH PROMOTION 

\ " \ 
'\... 

PREYENTIO~ (* SUBSTA~CE ABUSE 
RapporJeui': Nuala RYan . 

" , 
The workshOp focussed speCifically on Alcohol and Tranquillisers as they relate 
to women. , 

The Facilitator, Sheila Lyons from Stanhope Street began by acknowledging that 
women' use both these substances because'they are mood altering, 'they bring 
relief from stress, numb uncomfortable,feelings and give users a better feeling 
about themselves. She then outlined the stre~s which women today were under. 
In challenging the stereotype sex roles, w0D?-en were more vulnerable to addic .. 
tive substances. It was accepted that when a women did eventually look for help, 
she began by going to her doctor, who was generally male. For a considerable 
number of women, tranquillisers are prescribed as a solution, dealing with the 
symptoms, rather than attempting to solve the actual problem itself. The woman's 
dependent attitude to her docto~ her expectation that he had the solution, 
generalJy in the form of a prescribed pill and the expectation of not coming away 
empty handed, was accepted. It was acknowledged in the group that there would 
have to be a moving away from this situ().tion to one where the woman and her 
docto~ in their equal relationship, would begin to diagnose both the problem and 
the possible solution. The woman would thus begin to take responSibility herself, 
for decisions regarding her own health. The changes will have to come from 
women, ~hanges in attitudes, understanding of how these substances prescribed 
actually affect her body, and also an acceptance that a pill is not always appropri
ate. 

In our society today where there is a reluctance to discuss feelings and inadequa
cies, a fear of being labelled a failure, it was agreed, in preventative terms that 
there was a need for much more openness about natural feelings, and a vital need 
to educate society in the skills for coping with stress. 
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There was some discussion on the effect of the suppression of these natural 
feelings and the readiness to offer a pill or alcohol in times of grief. We spoke of 
the need to mO'urn together, to allow time for the expression of grief and of the 
healthiness of the old customs, especially the uninhibited practice of keening. 
There was some discussion in the workshop on the shocking withdrawal symp
toms experienced by those attempting to break the habit of taking tranquillisers. 
The panic, palpitation, feelings of inability to cope, were described graphically, 
symptoms that could last from between three months to one year. 

The greatest emphasis in the workshop seemed to be placed on alcohol addiction. 
It was agreed that almost every family in Ireland was in some way affected by 
alcoholism. We spoke on the hypocrisy of a SOciety in which, increasingly, 
advertising of alcoholic drinks is aimed at women as consumers and how this 
same SOciety then condemns, and is far less tolerant of the 'Drunken Woman' 
than of her male counterpart. 

We spoke of the enormous stigma attached to alcQholism in women, or the shame 
of the family and their collaboration in keeping the illness private. There was little 
or no em:ouragement or opportunity for the woman to receive help. Despite the 
glamorous advertising, the underlying unsympathetic attitude to the alcoholic 
woman remained unchanged. She was considered unfeminine, she had moved 
outside her role as caretaker of the family. We spoke of how little awareness 
women had of the effects of these addictive substances on their own bodies. We 
also discussed how much easier it was for a woman to become addicted to alcohol 
than a man. A woman' s tolerance to alcohol is far lower than a man's, the woman 
being generally smaller, with more body fat and less water in their bodies. As 
alcohol is distributed in body water the alcohol a woman drinks is- more 
concentrated in her system. This therefore means that a woman will:-

Tend to get drunk faster than a man, on the same quantity of alcohol. 
- Feel the effects for longer. .,. 

. Be more likely to risk liver damage with Heavy drinking. 

"-
The t~ndency in women to develop tp.e male comp~titive drinking habit was 
discussed, as was that many women with alcoholic hu~bands drink with them, 
in an effort to curtail their drinking and are themselves then exposed to a grave 
risk of developing alcoholic addiction themselves: " \~ 

"-
The trauma of having an alcoholic partner was ~is~J.lssed "Yith ~.r!icular.empha-
sis placed on the feeling of guilt and of being at fault which womep feel.. Jhere was 

• .l.,. 
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good practical discussiou,. The group emphasised that it was a family problem 
and t1!.at no oneJperson is ever responsible for another person's drinking, and 

.. ~overing. up- tJle prpbleIn, a.nd' rescuing the drinker from the problems he / she 
~ea~s, o~y further aggrav~tes the situation. 

- " 
The arel}'~{ p,eventlan generated the. most innOva.tive and practical discussion. 
All present wer~ unanimQ]ls on the need for education from the earliest age, to 
acquire coping sRills~nd on the neep. to take responsibility for one's own body / 
health. This educatmtl would extend to"<ioctors, health nurses and teachers. A 
respect for ourbodiesshoul<H>egin in ~hildhood and the messages that we pass 
on to our children are vita~ How can we expect our children to remain free from 
substance abuse, if we ourselves abuse alcohol and are seen to be content to solve 
every ailment, even minor ones by offering a pill as a solution? There was see~ 
to be a tremendous need for Assertiveness & Sexuality ProgramJlles to create a 
climate of confidence to enable us to admit to not being perfect. 

Most important of all to the group was the need to create an alternative to drink
orientated leisure time ie. THE PUB. 

Significantly, the group saw that the mov~ to preventative medicine would 
include more emotional support groups, education for relaxation and fitness 
(Yoga was mentioned as both cheap and practical). A change in life style to break 
the vicious circle which many women were trapped in would lead to the 
enjoyment 'of a full and healthy life for us all. 

WOMEN AND AIDS 
Rapporteur: Marguerite Woods 

The Women and AIDS workshop was attended by approximately 15-20 women 
and was facilitated by members of. the Women and AIDS group, an information 
and resource 'group set up in response to the lack of information about, and 
discussion of, the experiences and problems of women by Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome.' , 

AIDS 'may directly or indirectly affect our lives in numerous ways. There are 
women who have AIDS; women who are HIV antibody positive; women, (the 
majority of us ), who could come in contact with the virus through sexual c.ontact 
or intravenous (injecting) drug use; women who are health care workers -
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doctors, nurses, nurse's aides, social workers, voluntary workers - who care for 
people with AIDS; women as family members - wives, mothers, sisters, daugh
ters, lovers - who care for their relatives with AIDS; women as friends and 
workrnates of people with AIDS. Traditionally it has been women who are the 
carers and much of the care of people with AIDS, in the absence of a comprehen
sive community based health care system and in the era of massive health and 
social welfare cutbacks, will be done by women in the home or family situation. 

Regarding AIDS as a women's health issue challenges the seemingly popular 
assumption that AIDS is a man's disease, particularly a gay man'.s disease. The 
statistics, to date, show a different picture here in the 26 counties. Approximately 
15%, (an accurate gender breakdown is not yet, available), of those who have 
tested HIV antibody positive are women, the majority of whom have contacted 
the virus through sharing needles and/ or syringes when injecting drugs. There 
are 39 (February 1988) HIV positive babies whose mothers are also HIV positive. 

The issues for women have largely been ignored in the public information 
campaign produced by the Department of Health and in media reports. ,There has 
been an almost total focus on the "high risk" groups, i.e. drug user~, gay and 
bisexual men and haemophiliacs. The Women and AIDS group and the work
shop participants agreed that it is >the high risk activities, rather than high risk 
groups which should become the focus of attention because, as the virus becomes 
more widespread and more people are infe~ed, it will become clearer that the 
boundaries between "high risk / low risk" groups becomes more blurred. Many 
of us could find that we are at risk through our past or present sexual partners. 
Therefore, it is necessary for us to take responsibility for our health and to learn 
about safer sex practices and the use of condoms and spermicides. For those of 
us who are injecting drug users we must avoid sharing needles and / or syringes, 
or learn how to sterilise before and after sharing them. 

Many topiCS were discussed in the wor~hQP - women (straight, bisexual, 
lesbian) and AIDS, children and AIJ;)$, drug use, civil rights issues, society's 
attitudes towards women and women's'sexuality~pe and'sexual abuse, artifi
cial insemination and pregnancy. There are graXe ri,sh to the health <!~ a woman 
who is ~IV positive and carries a pre~a1,lcy to full te~~)-as the possibi~~ty of her 
developmg full blown AIDS is greater. We ,discussed liow~ue to the HIgh Court 
Judgement of December 1986; information about ~cce§s ~~60rtionjn other 
countries is now regarded as contrary to the,E,ighth Amendm~nt t~the ~onstituiion 
and how women, who are HIV positive and, Rregnan!" ale, tIQ.f!bl~ t<;> fr~t:ly, 
consider and discuss this option. We strongly objected to this'denial of intorm!\-
tion. ' 
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Somet<>f us also discussed our own fears about our risks and the implications of 
takingJhe' test. ' 
? - -~ 

'1tEroMMENDATIONS 
\ 

1. All women, whatever their age-or lifestyle, should be informed of the risks 
and ways af'fontracting the virus. 

" 
2. Public information campaigns should be comprehensive, accurate and ex

plicit, providing in 'formation that is appropriate for the audience i~ is in
tended to reach. The fupartments Of Health and Education should provide 
ongoing financial and ptactical assistance to information and education cam
paigns on sex education artd AIDS prevention. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Condoms and spermicides should be freely available to all sexually active 
people, regardless of age, and their efficient use promoted. 

'Anti-discrimination legislation should be introduced to protect the rights of 
people with AIDS or HIV infection. 

The pepartmellts of Health and Social Welfare should ensure that the Health 
and So'cial Services can provide adequate and comprehensive care, in the 
community and in hospitals, for those with AIDS or HIV infection. 

A SAFE HEALTHY WORK ENVIRONMENT 
Rapporteur: Delia Donovan 

The group first stated that 30% of women are in the workforce with 20% of these 
in the manufacturing industry and 30% in the professional services ie., com
merce, retail and distribution. A staggering 73% of all part-time workers are 
women. This results in job insecurity where one must work at least 18 hours per 
week to be covered by legislation and 120 hours per month for entitlement under 
Annual Leave Act etc. This type of work gives women little social contact, 
resulting in isolation from their fellow workers. While there is some legislation 
to protect workers, there is very little protection for women. While the 1955 
Factories Act and the 1980 Safety in Industry Act is there, there is no legislation 
whatsoever to prote,ct the greatest bulk of women workers ie., nurses and 
teachers. 
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The group noted that one of the main areas which particularly causes distress to 
women in the workplace was the design of the workplace, which was more suited 
to accommodate male employees rather than' females. It was felt that little 
thought had been given to women in the design of new equipment, here specific 
reference was made to desk tops and chairs being too high. 

Noise was also seen to contribute greatly to stress among women workers. 
"Noise" was defined as what one finds uncomfortable to workwith and while 
legislation states that noise should be no more than 90 DB an employee must be 
covered by the "Factories Act" for this to apply. Since this Act does not apply to 
a vast proportion of women workers, this was seen by the group as an area which 
contributed to a bad work environment. 

As women now take on work previously done by men (here the group specifi- I', 
cally mentioned "Post Women") it was felt that the legislation is grossly inade
quate. Legislation states that 35.2 lbs is the recognised maximum weight for 
females-to lift but it was stated there 'would be little sympathy if a postwoman 
refused to deliver a parcel in excess of this weight. It was felt that there was a great 
lack of basic and continued training for employees. 

The question of chemicals was discussed - it was felt by the group that these 
would pose p. greater hazard to women rather than men because of the type of the 
work done by women. Asthma, dermatitis and other skin disease could result 
from cleaning operations. Carcinogenic dye-stuffs in the hair d:ressing sector 
were a particular problem. Varico~e veins was also seen to effect women more 
than men, not because there is a biochemical reason but because again of the work 
done by women. The group felt that the absence of chairs for shop assistants in 
particular was a major contributing factor. This .could easily be rectified, the I, 

difficulty arose because of Management's intransigent attitudes and or lack of· 
information as to the cause of the varicose veins by the employees. 

V.D.U's were also seen as an area which was oLparticul~r interest to women ! 
workers. This topiC had been the subject, ofvyide debate and dis~ussion in the past 
and the group felt that if the environment is correct thete is no evidenc~ to suggest 
thatthey are" dangerous". Here itwas stressed that in mabJrworkplace situations 
there was inadequate or badly timed breaks, improper ligh'ting, too much noise" 
inadequate eye testing facilities. It was stressed thal~peclaf coh~ideration should 
be given to individuals who are working on V.D.U's'while pregn.ant. While the 
research on the latter is incomplete it will result in "stress" if in.dividuals who 
expressing concern or request alternative work are not facilitated. 
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Very little was . known especially among managers about "Repetitive Strain 
I~j"ry". This is strain to the back, neck or wrist resulting from repetitive work. 
IWhm~ 'the-.group felt that research was lacking in this area (Australia being a 
"'notlcea~e eX,ception), both employers and employees should be better educated 

to plan work an<i breaks ensuring that such injuries do not occur. Stress was 
discussecLat)ength and it was felt that this was more common among women 
because of:th~dditional ~,omestic duties they are expected to undertake in the 
home. The group.J.dentified the survey of 1977 in the U.S. where some categories 
prov~d more pron~o stress than others. These included secretaries, labourers, 
laboratory technicians"teachers and nurses. The great myth about stress is that 
. it affects executives rather than the people who look after them. In general it was 
felt that individual~ who' 4eal with people are subject to higher stress than 
individuals whq deal with machines. 

Sexual harassment is also a source of stress. Females both inside and outside the 
work envir~nment are often compared to "page three girls" and irrespective of 
where the stress is created it is brought to the workplace. Women are often the 
"butt of the joke", which can result in stress. The final response to this from the 
individual can vary from mental breakdown, physical breakdown ie., ulcers} 
high blood pressure and heart dis.ease to a lower standard of work. Women are 
being admitted in greater numbers to psychiatric hospitals for depression and 
neurosis. A'\cohol is being abused more among womell', as are tranquillisers, and 
here "stress" would be seen to be a major contri1:1CJ.ting factor. 

Other factors in the workplace that affect workers adversely are non replacement 
of employees on sick! annual or maternity leave. FrustraUon builds up because 
of managemenrs decisions. Re-allocation of jobs is of particular importance 
especially in the present economic climate where there is high redundancies and 
where proper planning does not take place, stressful situations are created. 

Workplace facilities were not looked at very favourably by Irish employers the 
group felt. On the whole canteen facilities 'Were inadequate, while health back-up 
like cancer screenfng was greatly lacking. While the ICTU h.ad launched a 
campaign in respect of the latter, many employers choose to ignore it. It was the 
group's view that there was a smear campaign among some employers that 
regular health screening was only necessary if people were promiscuous. It was 
also .stated that where screening did take place the results of tests should follow 
quickly. 
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In conclusion the group saw a Safety Committee comprising of at least 1'0 
individuals for 200 employees with 30% management input and 70% employee 
input as being a first step to create a safe work environment. It was suggested that 
this group should meet monthly or on a regular basis and as an initial step 
examine health and safety regulations within the company and from this basic 
information, the Committee should ascertain their objectives. 

HELP YOURSELF TO HEALTH THROUGH SHIATSU 
(ACUPRESSURE) 

The workshop was facilitated by : 
Carmel Kelleher and Catherine Sutton 

and was attended by 35 women. 

The essence of this workshop was to emphasise how important it is for each 
individual to take responsibility for her own health and well.:being. A holistic 
approach to health is important - looking at the person as a whoJe, not in 
segmented parts. We. must maintain harmony on three levels - body, ,mind and 
spirit. 

In our daily lives we have become more detached from a 'natural' way of life, 
relying on outside forces to help our health (or il!-health). There. has been a change 
in disease patterns over the last 50 years - a change from infectious diseases to 
degenerative diseases. There is a lot of biolOgical degeneration going op - both 
outside of the human body (destnis:tion of environment, pollution, deforestation, 
etc.) and internally through ingestion of poor quality foods, stress, modern drugs, 
etc. We need to start looking at re-generation not de-generation. ' 

The very word antibiotic, translated means against life. They cure the symptom 
while weakening the whole body's defense system. 

They give an illusion of conquering disease. Bacter),and viruses are a result o,f 
a disease process, they don't cause dise'ase. A weakened body will nurture and 
facilitate growth of bacteria. " 

>., 

The human body has not changed much over the last few thousand years, yet the 
foods we ingest and the stresses we subject the body to ha~e dramatically 
changed in the last 40 years. 
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We are still part of the natural ecosystem and should listen to nature's warning 
sigfts-ot.a ~isease proc~ss'.developing, like fatigue, headaches, poor skin, poor 
cop.cenlrat!on: etc .• We should listen to our instincts more. 

-,.. ""-\ 
Some ways of'doing this are: ., . 
1. Correct bre~tru.ng techni<lues to help establish a harmony of body and mind 

. to reduce stress~ " 

2. Shiatsu therapy to balance the body's energies . 
. , 
" 3. Following a simple, natura~ diet 

Both breathing exercises and some shiatsu were demonstrated to participants. 

SffiATSU 

The word "Shi" means finger and "Ats1:l" means pressure. It is an oriental art in 
which fingers are pressed on particular points! of the body to ease aches, pains, 
tension, fatigue and symptoms of disease. 

There are 361 acupuncture points and/ or pressure pOints located along 10 major 
channels of energy or m~ridian lines. The body's energy flows thro~gh each of 
these channels. There are six channels of energy located in the arms and six in the 
legs. Each,energy channel is connected to a majororgan in the body, e.g., the heart, 
liver, etc. In order ·to treat a particular organ you put pressure along the 
corresponding energy channel. They are aU connected to <?ne imo!her, the body 
is seen as a network of energy channels. Once we understand this we can begin 
to balance our energy and maintain our health by increasing energy in the 
channels or meridians that are lacking energy/vitality and calming energy in 
those that are overactive. Our entire concept of health can change dramatically. 
All parts of the body are interconnected. A problem in one organ of the body can 
have an effect on all other organs. 

Shiatsu thus treats health/ illness from a holistic perspective. 
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HOPEFUL FACTS ABOUT CANCER 
Rapporteur - Phil O'Donoghue 

Ms. Avril Gillatt, the Infonpation Officer for the Irish Cancer Society introduced 
the subject at this workshop. " 
Cancer is a word, not a sentence of death and while many of us have a real fear 
of it, knowing more about it can very often help to lessen that feat: 

The human body is composed of millions of tiny building blocks called cells. 
There are many different kinds of cells: nerve cells in the nerves, blood cells in the 
blood, lung cells in the lungs, breast cells in-the breasts and so on. Cells are 
constantly dying and being replaced by new cells by a process of cell division 
according to an inbuilt cell-regulatory mechaniSm. If this mechanism goes out of 
order, the cell begins to divide in a random and disorderly fashion. This is cancer. 

Cancer is a convenient label for a wiqe group of diseases all featuring uncon
trolled cell growth but with characteristics varying according to the cell type from 
which they originate. These cancer or malignant cells invade surrounding 
healthy tissues, disrupting their normal functioning and can spread to other 
tissues via the blood or lymph systems, setting up secondary cancers. ". 

There are many thousands of people who having been cured of this disease by 
surgery, radiation therapy and chemotherapy are leading normal lives. Early 
detection is very important in all cases and it is estimated that the'bverall cure rate 
can be as high as 60% - 70% when given the correct treatment. 
\ 

Ms. Gillatt stressed the importance of taking responSibility for our own health 
and taking positive steps to maintain good health at all stages of our lives. While 
we cannot reduc~· the risks to our he"alth from the environment because of 
circumstances beyond our control at a given time, we can take positive steps to 
reduce the risks t6 our health by obeying certain basic guidelines. 

, 

There are seven warning Signs of cancer which shoirld alert us that something 
, could be wrong but many cancer patients exp.,erience only one of the- warning 

Signals: ... 

1. Change in bowel or bladder habits 
2. A sore that does not heal 
3. Unusual bleeding or discharge 
4. ThickenIng or lump' in breast of elsewhere , . v 

t .1 
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5. Indigestion (persistent) or diffi€ulty in swallowing 
1>. Dbvi9uS change in appearance of wart at mole 
~ Nag&ingcough.orhoarseness which persists 

'\ 
Breast self,~-amination can lead to early diagnosis of breast cancer. She gave the 
group a very: t~rough demonstration of the correct method for carrying out this 
examination." ' 

.~. 

Mapy w:qmen have.'l'\ad' s1Jcce~s{111 operations to remove lumps from their 
breasts. Nine out of ten lumps a~f.,l}Qt callcer.ou~. it is t:ecoqlmended that women 
examine their breast at least,pns;e;a.mQnth. B\"eas~ can~r is qne of,the commonest 
forms of cancer in women all..d early diagnosis increases the Ghances of being 
,cured. Young girls in their late teens, seventeen/ eighteen years of age should be 
encouraged. to begin the practice of carrying out breast self-examination to 
become familiar with their own breasts and be able to detect quickly any changes 
in form or size. 

Ms. GJllatt emphasised the importance of having cervical smear tests on a regular 
basis. Cancer of the cervix, if detected at a sufficiently early stage, may be cured. 
Warning signs are not always apparent. This fact makes the need to have a smear 
test every two years more important for all women who are or who have been 
sexually active. 

Skin cancer is one ofthe most common forms of cancer but it is also one of the most 
curable. Irish people are at risk from skin cancer and should be very careful to take 
adequate protection from the sun's rays and use protective preparations to avoid 
over exposure of the skin.-The illcrease of sk\n cancer bears some relation to the 
greater number of people taking holidays in sunnier climates in recent years, 
according to many of the experts. Ms. Gillatt listed the various forms of cancer: 
cancer of the digestive tract, of the mouth, throat and gullet, stomach, bowel, 
pancreas, breast, !lfinary tract, bladder, lung, skin, leukaemia (blood cancer), 
uterus, cervix, body of the uterus, ovaries, prostrate. 

Ms. Gillatt stressed the need to educate people about the detrimental effects on 
our health of smoking, not only for the smokers but also others, who are in the 
same atmosphere even though not smoking themselves. The group was very 
conscious of smoking as a risk for developing cancer. One member mentioned the 
fact that while older people were aware of the risk to health froql smoking more 
teenagers were smoking at an earlier age nowadays. In view,of young girls 
becoming pregnant at an earlier age it was suggested that perhaps more 
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einphasis should be laid on this fact when giving health education talks in 
schools. 

At this point the group wanted to discuss the psychological effects of cancer on 
patients particularilywomen. It was felt that male doctors were not as concerned 
about that aspect of the illness. Female doctors had a deeper understanding of the 
whole patient, mind and body and were more sympathic to the needs of the 
patient especially in helping her to cope with the emotional stres!! and trauma of 
the illness. It seemed to many members of the group that female doctors 
considered more seriously the best way to urge the patient and stimulate her to 
look positively at the future while coping with the present difficulties of the 
illness. It was felt that in,many cases the patient and family survived the trauma 
of the illness through their own inner ability to cope rather than from any 
supportive help apart from the actual medical treatment given by the medical 
doctor or team. As a result of this disc.ussion it was agreed that self-help groups 
should be set up to help yatfents whq had left hospital as well as th~ir relatives 
to cope with their situation and emotional and psychological stress. It emerged 
that meeting friends and neighbours during the recovery stage proved difficult 
for the patient to cope with the embarrassment of the friend 9r neighbour. The 
value of the talks set up by the Irish Cancer Society was seen as a help for this kind 
of situation. More knowledge of the illness and stress would enable the general 
public to be more aware of the difficulties and be in a better position to 
understand where help is needed. ' 

In summing up the session it was pointed out that women must urge the health 
authorities to have a well structured breast screening programme availab.Ie all 
over the country not just in the lar?e cities. 

The positive approach tb cancer means that each of us must ensure that we avoid 
smoking, consume a moderate amount o~ alcohol, enjoy a well balanced diet 
which includes sufficient fibre and takes regular exercise. 

LESBIAN HEALTH MATTERS 1 
, 

\", 
Being a lesbian often involves a struggle for an identitY" as m,uch as it involves a 
struggle against being stereotyped. A great delil qf the issue,s tfut ar,?se from th~s 
workshop centred around the stress that le~bians. enc~unter ~_ te~ult of this 
struggle, and the effects that our ways of copmg WIth thIS sti'es~ mayJ\lve on us, 
medically and/ or psychologically. 
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Dr. Nu,!la Eigney,,save a short opening to the workshop, saying that, often, 
medici!!.e and mediCi{l matters have less to offer, in relation to health, than many 
pepple expect. J:.his §t'lte"ment was borne out by many of the points raised 
~i)roug!!o1}.\t~e ~)\ole workshop. Also, she felt, doctors may possess a great deal 
of inforIriaW'D~ but {he.y ar~ not always successful in communicating this infor
mation ~o tfi~li~,at!eItt~ effectively. 

Following this, ,\?el?r~~ent~tfve of the Lesbian Health Action group outlined 
when an~"why L,HA Jia~ b~en formed, stating that the main aims of the group are: 

"-
1.. To heighten awareness in the lesbian community with regard to all aspects 

of health. "- " 

2. To establish a network of nOll-Rrejudiced nurses, doctors, counsellors, etc. 

3. To heighten awareness among health care workers, concerning the igno
rance, prejudice, and special difficulties which lesbians encounter in health 
care. 

Sandra also said that holding this workshop w~s an attempt to examine the sort 
of issues that ,affect our health and tl1e health of women we love more closely. 

With this in mind, each member of the group was given a list of selected topics 
which LHA suggested could act as pointers to discussion of some of the issues 
relevant t9 the health of lesbians, which included menstruation, pregnancy, 
AIDS, aging, sexually transmitted diseases, disability, homophobia, and specific 
stresses that lesbians experience, and how w~ try to deal with them. The group, 
as a whole, felt that it would be valuable to focus particularly on the area of stress. 
As over 30 wQmen had attended the work,shop, it was ~ecided to split this 
number into 2 separate groups, and that each group would discuss the issue in 
more detail. 

The first main area relating to stress that we discussed involved lesbians and 
substan~e abuse, particularly alcohol abuse. Many of us agreed that~ either bef(}re 
or after we had, personally, begun to come to terms with recognising our own 
love for women, we had phases in our lives when we had been drinking to excess. 
We could see this behaviour as a way of coping with some of the pressures placed 
upon us to ~onform to what we could not. Specifically, many lesbians feel very 
isolated, both emotionally, and physically, in the sense of living in rural areas, 
and many of us related instances of how we dealt with this isolation by drinking. 
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One of the women shared her experience, as a recovering alcoholic, with 
Alcoholics Anonymous. She stated that, while she would consider herself a very 
"out" lesbian in most areas of her life, and that while she needed support from 
AA, she felt she still could not make the people she encountered in AA aware of 
her lesbianism, due to prejudice. 

The next topic that was discussed centred around the problems that lesbians may 
have with anorexia, bulimia, and other food-related disorders. It was suggested 
that many people think lesbians don't" attract men" because they are, for 
example, overweight, or alternatively, that lesbians may, consciously, be over
weight, because they" don' twant to attract men". This type of attitude ignores the 
fact that lesbians are subject to the same pressures relating to conforming to 
physical ideals as any other women, at all stages of their lives. 

Further to this, it was pointed out that lesbians are continuously confronted with 
images of themselves as ugly, unattractive, unnatural, undesirable, and even 
dirty. This often causes lesbians to despise themselves, their feelings and their 
bodies. This psychological battering of the self-concept can be very q~maging, 
and could/in turn, we felt, be among the reasons for the self-destructiv~ types of 
behaviour we discussed during the workshop. 

Many other interesting and thought-provoking issues relating to the health and 
well-being of lesbians were raised, including questions such as:- How can 
lesbians deal with the violence anq~hreats that often follow from being 9pen.and 
honest with others about our lesbianism? How do we learn not to be damaged by 
our feelings of powerlessness and/ or anger in response to this aggt:ession? How 
can we deal with the homophobia we experience in other areas of our lives, for 
example, from our friends? 

In conclusion: the workshop recognised that l~sbians have, in general, no visible 
identity as far as the public is concerned, and ,as a result, lesbians, aqd most 
certainly the specific area of lesbian 'health, is is\lored. Workers in the health 
sectors would benefit greatly from information an<ie<;tucation about the iss\les 
relating to this area, and as a result, le&bian~ {:Q~ld ~e more open ab~)Ut theit; 
sexuality when seeing a doctor, or wh~n in hospital, for e>\a(llple -both situations 
where everyone is automatically presumedto be heteros~tl~1. FUJ:'tpermore, the 
importance of increased affirmation. of ourselves as,~trqn.g, 'a~d proud of our
selves and the women we love, was stressed; ,this is necessary,it 'Y~ at;~.to com~~J\ 
the images of sickness and deviance we are assaulted with. Finally,.w,e welcomed 
the setting-up of Lesbian Health Action, and hope that both, lesbiaq:; an4 o1;l~ 
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het~rosexu-a.1 sisters will support their aims, and work towards their achieve
frient. ~ 

'-,. -\ 
ASSERilVENESS AND SEXUALITY , 

.. -" 
ASSERTIVENES& -
Rapporteur: Peig Mc~anus 

Many of the wOll).en who 4.ttenaed this workshop had already participated in an 
assertiveness training cour~e. They saw it as a means of gaining control over their 
own lives, and regairling lost self-confidence and self-esteem. Lack of self-esteem 
is very much tied up with our " need for approval, and this need sometimes 
dictates our behaviour. When we begin to approve of ourselves, we become less 
dependent on others for approval and we are in a better position to change our 
behaviour if we wish to. 

Manyof the women said that at the end of their assertiveness training course, they 
had gained a sense oftheir own worth. They were taking better care of themselves 
i.e. listening to their own bodies, taking a rest When they were tired, putting their 
o"Yn needs first, trusting their own thinking. Being specific was one of the best 
skills they had learned. 

Often they thOught they were saying NO and wondering why they were not 
being heatd; when they role-played the situation in class, they realised they were 
saying everything but NO. 

Some of the other skills they found helpfuf were handling criticism, both at the 
receiving end and when they had to cqnfront someone, learning about body 
language, managing the expression of feelings especially anger, giving and 
receiving compliments, taking the initiative and improving self-presentation. 

The consensus was that a ten-week course is not enough to cover all the issues 
involved. It was agreed that a change in behaviour and expectations may tilt the 
balance in relationships. This can be threatening to those you live with. It is 
helpful to state that you are trying to change and if possible, to ask for support. 
Some of the women felt that their changing did cause some upheav~l, but in the 
long run their relationsh~ps were better because they were more equal. 

When the5' had the freedom to be themselves, to state their own needs, they could 
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also accord the same rights to others. Assertiveness training had been a turning 
point in the lives of many of the workshop participants. 

SEXUALITY 
Rapporteur: Marika O'Connor 

Assertiveness and sexuality workshops run by the Redwood Association are 
seen to have an interdependent function. 

Sexuality courses continue the work of assertiveness training by going deeper 
into a woman's personality, helping her to peel away the layers of society's 
conditioning so as to uncover an authe~tic sense of her own femaleness. 

Female sexuality suffers from the double-blind of having to be pure, virginal and 
inaccessible until such time as sexual expression is" sanctioned" within marriage. 
This is still the prevailing view in the culture. Women who don't subscribe to this 
view - who cpoose to remain single and sexuality active, whether gay or 
heterosexual - are still hampered by ignorance and the conspiracy of ,silence 
which surrounds sexual matters. Lack of basic factual information about our 
bodies and how they work, the equation of sex with sin and the resulting guilt, 
all prevent women (and men) from developing a positive.relationship with their 
own bodies, a sense of "owning" one's body, that it i~ not a machine for servicing 
or satisfying others. This positive sense results in a sense of personal autonomy 
and choice with regard to our sexual expression. 

Sex books and manuals help to provide information and to dispel some Of the 
mystery but they also provide new sexual "norms" to which we feel we should 
subscribe in order to feel acceptable. Not much is said about how feelings affect 
sexuality. When women repeatedly submit to sex without enjoyment, their 
bodies may decide to call a halt and simply switch off. This denies women their 
basic right to pleasure -within sex. Resp~cting our feelinss enables us ' to stay 
attuned to our own rhythms and cycles Of desire "a.nd arousal. A woman also 
needs to feel that she has the right to communicatehet-.peeds and feelings to her 
partner, and be able to do this with senSitivity ~nd respect. 

" A sexuality course will dispel many of the myths about male, sexuality. which 
keep women feeling cowed and responsiblei for example.,! the mytli~hat a woman 
is responsible for a man's erection and must the,refore comply with ~ needs. This 
erroneous belief promotes some of the outrageous attitudes towards incest and 
rape, where a female child or woman is to some extent suspected o\baving 
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provoked the act. 

...JS.. ~exuality -course teaches about the sexual response cycle in men and women, 
facts 'about female arousal, and promotes frank discussion about sexual practice. 

\ ,0.. 

Its. pr_i~ary ai~ is to pr?mote a sense of sexual self-este~m, a sense of one's 
umqueness and v.,alue' as a-wortlan and a person. From thIs sense we can then 
hopefully communicate our needs, thereby establishing healthier more honest 
relationships. . 

Peig's workshop also demonstrated'll1at a potentially uncomfortable subject like 
sexuality can be approached 'with delightful frankfless, lightness and humour. 

TRAVELLING WOMEN'S HEALTH 
Rapporteur: Angela Mulligan 

Twenty women attended the workshop, nineteen of whom were settled women. 
The format of the workshop was questions and answers, settled women asked the 
questions and Chrissie Ward responded. Th~ point was raised that it was not 
good enough to include a workshop on travellers with the assumption that 
travellers would attend and participate in the discussion. 

The issues emerging from the workshop are as follows: 

1. LIVI~GCONDITIONS 

a)The living conditions of many travellers "Xer.e likened to those of the third 
world. 

b)There is very little space and privacy in caravans, particularly as travelling 
families are inclined to be large. 

c) Many sites have no water and some travellers have to travel a distance to get 
water. Due to the lack of water and basic washing facilities menstruation can 
be a particularly difficult and distressing time for women. 

d) Local Authority housing policy makers rarely take into consideration the 
importance of the extended family within the travelling community. When 
women are separated from their extended family, it often becomes a source of 
mental stress. 
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2. MEDICAL PROFESSIONIHEALTH SERVICES 

a) General Practioners are often unaware of the particular culture and lifestyle of 
the travelling people resulting in inappropriate responses to their health needs. 

b) Medical card holders are confined to one" doctor, this is.not always useful for 
travellers because of their nomadic way of life. " 

c) Travellers have a strong sense that they are not :welcome in the waiting room 
and surgery, this feeling often stops them from seeking m~dical help. 

d) It was felt that travellers were generally treated well in hospitals, particularly 
in st. James Maternity Unit where many travelling women have their babies. 
Since the closure of this unit the women feel a sense of loss and insecurity. 

e) There is ohly one mobile clinic catering for all travellers living in the Dublin 
area. It arrives at a site on approximately half-yearly basis. There is rarely a 
doctor in attendance. Travelling women are reluctant to attend the local health 
centre. The mobile clinic is really important but its present service is of little use. 

£) Health Authorities are unaware or choose to ignore the health issues related to 
the culture and living conditions of travellers. 

3. RELIGION 

a) The Travelling Community have very strong religious beliefs resulting in 
feelings of guilt around the use of contraceptives. Whilst the religiS?us belief is 
strong some travellers would be aware of the wealth of the Catholic Church as 
opposed to the deplorable living conditions of many traveller&! It was also felt 
that there is change among manY'y0ung travellers. 

4.CULTURF 

a) Travellers view illnesS' as ''a'personal weakness, ' therefore many travellers 
would experience embarrassment if they became ill. Qtlite-often they would be 
frightened t6 seek medical help. Travelling women would experience"embar
rassment about their bodies, this is due to a 1acie-{)f privacy in ov~rcrowded 
accommodation and in many cases their public way-pf living. 

RECOMMENDATIONS "\ 
1 ...... "-

1. Because travelling women generally experience bad'health m6r~ severely than 
settled women there should be a place where they can taketime put from their 
families for a break. 
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2~ T.he Teaching and Medical Profession~ sholJld be educated in th~ culture and 
history of the li'avelling Community. The travellers should be the educators. 
/" ~ i. - -

3)Phere,iR~uld,be many more Jllobile clinics and the service provided should be 
-determined~b'y the ~eal needs of travellers. 

4. People wortdng:With tra~ellers should opefate o,n the philosophy of self
determinationlol\tr4Yellers and us~ methods which compliment this philoso-
phy. ''\ 

5. Travellers should be enc~raged to,become inv.olved in the electoral process, 
particularly at locallevel.~ettled people should support travellers if they 
should choose to contest electLons. 

6. When organisations such as the CSW are running seminars they should make 
a particular effort to involve travelling women. 

7. The CSW should create the conditions and atmosphere necessary within the 
organisation to enable the active participation of travelling women at a decision 
making level. 

LIVING WITH PHYSICAL DISABILITY 
AND LQNGTERM ILLNESS 
Rapporteur: Mary Wilson 

Twelve women met to discuss, share information and experiences about physical 
disability and long-term illness. There were a mix of interests, some people had 
a disability or long-term illness, others had members of their famifies who had 
serious illnesses, while others were professionally involved. Workshop time was 
split in half. During the first half we introduced ourselves, stated our interest in 
coming to the group, shared our experience of long-term illness or physical 
disability and during the second half we outlined our ~opes an4 visions and what 
we wanted to see happen to change for people living in that situation. 

Our experiences ranged from one person who felt that orthodox medicine had 
much to offer provided one takes charge of one's treatment and healing. Another 
was very disillusioned with the great difficulty that she had encountered in 
attempting to be informed so that she could make correct decisions. She felt 
strongly that both healers and those being healed needed more encouragement 
to acknowledge their fear of illness. And, this acknowledgement was seen as a 
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necessary part of healing and recovery. 

A person professionally involved in health care spoke of the difficulty of 
professional carers in times of severe cutbacks in identifying priorities and the 
feelings of helplessness in being unable to assist people without.the necessary 
cover e.g. those caught between the medical card holder and those with private 
insurance cover. Another professional carer spoke of feelings of helplessness in 
the presence of severe disability because of the low expectations those with 
physical disabilities have of themselves and that others, frequently the carers 
themselves have of them. Mobility is frequently curtailed jor those with severe 
disability when people have inadequate means and the existing services can't be 
extended to assist them. There were two people who had come in a professional 
capacity to assist women attending the conference, one an interp~eter for the deaf 
and the other to help those using wheelchairs to use the lift and other facilities. 
Their services hadn't been needed which to the group of us seemed proof of the 
lack of welcome or relevance the physically disabled feel at events whose 
majority attendance is able-bodied - information about the conference had been 
circulated to all the relevant organisations. Another professional carer spoke of 
the hierarcllical structure of the medical profeSSion, how oppressive it is to work 
in and how patients who look for information are quickly labelled "trouble
some". 

Another person felt that health-car~ professionals have a resPQnsibil~ty, to share 
power with their clients and the cas~ of the Dalkon Shield was cited as a{l ~xa!l1ple 
of how people had been without the necessary information to claim against the 
manufacturers. The same woman' s ~xperience of the prejudice and fear s)1e had 
encountered during her own illness made her aware of how good information 
was in short supply. 

We then dealt with our visions and hope of how to change the situation for the 
physically different and the long-term ill. 

First, we agreed that good clear information about disease and disability be 
accessible, that people with a physical di~ability, both ~sible and invisible, insist 
that the able-bodied becoine effective allies and exert pressure on their behalf. 
The most empowerment occurs when people take charge 9ft~eir own treatment 
and use all available resources of both orthodox and alter1!ativept'edicin~. It,~as 
clear to us that we needed to 'clean up' attitudes ana lang!:lage'~b..o~ dIsabIlIty 
i.e. stop referring to 'them' and 'us', treat all physically disah~4'pebple with 
respect, always ask before offering assistance. We need fo improveit~cessibility 
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for ~xample to information in the case of the deaf, because they rely so heavily on 
prinHhe pews is always yesterday's news for them. Insist on physical accessibil
i~J~b~U~!~ngs~ Befriend.people who have be~n institutionalised. 

Interrupt c'bnd~cension on the' part of medical personnel. If attending a doctor, 
prepare a list.dfguestions in advance, insist on getting answers, insist on simple 
clear Iahguage b~in,g ltsed. Remind yourself that a 'patient' is a client of a service 
and needs to be as'lfemanaing of a medical service as of any other. 

'" It's also important to look after the needs of the carer, often they themselves have 
to become ill before they ge~attended. Obviously, if the carer is looked after too 
this ensures that the' sick perSon is better looked after. 

\. 

Skills in human relations need to be incorporated into medical training. And fear 
of illness needs to be exorcised from our lives in order to break down the isolation 
that the long-term ill arid physically disabled experience so much. 

Because people are ill long-term or physically disabled doesn't mean that the 
quality oJ their lives need not be excellent. AM it's perhaps appropriate to finish 
with the title of Elizabeth Kubler Ross's book "live well until we say goodbye". 

NEW AP.PROACHES TO CANCER AND HEALTH 
TURNING POINT REPORT 

Mary Paula Walsh gave an insight to the Holistic approach to cancer which is 
practiced at TurningPoint, and-explained very clearly how important it is to see 
the person as a whole and not just to view the cancer, but to look at the body mind 
and spirit of that individual and work on all of these areas with a view to 
individual healing. 

Cancer is an illness no different to other illnesses but it still causes crisis in our live 
and frequently the medical profession deal with the physical and forget the other 
parts of one as a whole person. On many occasions we are talked at and not 
listened to as a person, solely in charge of one's own life. For years physicians 
have observed that illness is more likely to occur following highly stressful events 
in peoples lives. Doctors have noticed that when their patients have suffered' 
major emotional upsets there was an increase not only in disease acknowledged 
to be susceptible to emotional influence like ulcers, high blood pressure, heart 
diseases, headaches, but much research has now shown that the immune system 
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is affected by stress. A recent bereavement or loss may also affect it. 

Mary Paula then went on to talk about health being affected by women's 
oppression. Women have not been taught to appreciate their own bodies but are 
often conditioned to see their bodies as sex symbols. We are also not taught to give 
much time to ourselves, and our role in society is very mu~h to take care of and 
to nurture those that we are responsible for and not to nurture ourselves as 
women. Also we grow up in a society where women are not seen as strong, we 
are not seen as intelligent, we are just seen as care-takers and always being 
available or present in the home to meet a husband or children's needs, and not 
being available for our own needs. A small exercise given to the group was -What 
do you like about your body? Needless to say it was difficult for some to be 
positive about their body. it was the first time they had been approached with 
such a question, and although there was much laughter and positive energy in the 
group, we also came to recognise what conditioning has actually done to us. We 
even feel embarrassed being asked such a question. It also brought up a great 
need for us as women to start nurturing, loving and caring fe:g' opr_bodies and 
feeling very proud - whatever the shape. It is still my body and I can love it. 

It is recognised in our sOciety that to be a man is "IT". If men are "IT", t~eQ we 
women are NOT" IT" . We support all the "ITS" and if we cannot be "IT" we try 
and get an "IT". So most of our lives are spent looking after"IT'. Ifwe b~lievewe 
are powerless, less important or less intelligent, we act like that. 'We need to 
contradict all of these areas of conditioning and start to take charge of the whole 
person, body, mind and spirit and come to feel proud of being a woman. We must 
all>O learn to take charge not only of body, but also of birth and death. We must 
remember that there is,a spiritual side to each individual. This is often forgotten, 
call it soul, the inner self or whatever, it is important to be in tune with it - with 
ourselves. Many people experiencing cancer and working very closely with 
emotions often discover that they are out of tun~ or out of harmony. The journey 
we have in life is a very important one and when the time comes for us to leave 
it, it is important that we can recognise the.~uality that was attached to our period 
of living in this world. " . 

" 

We as women have a lot of changes to make to 'reclaim n~t Qnly our power, but 
ourselves and to find a quality to our lives. In the past thin~'hav~ been done to 
us - we have not decided. We have allowed .institt1tion~~"tht:." law. and our 
patriarchal society to decide for us. Let us now as women go forward with a great 
positivity about what each one of us women can do abQut becoming an "IT" . ... 
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~,MENTl\L HEALTH AND WELL-BEING 
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-, " 
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UNDER STRESS', 
Rapporteur: Rachel Sweetman' 

"-, 
Despite practical difficulties arising out of the large numbers wishing to attend 
this workshop and the unsuitability of the location assigned to it, this was a useful 
workshop for those who attended it. 

The workshop began by looking at the ways in which we manifest stress. It may 
be in changes in our behaviour, like overeating, or finding we can't stop rushing 
around, or being too exhausted to function properly. Stress may also be present 
in physical symptoms such as backache, skin problems, upset stomach or any 
kind of illness. When we are under stress ;our bodies' immunity system is 
weakened and so it is more likely that we will become ill. Major illn~sses such as 
cancer may be stres's-related and so it is important that we try to reduce stress in 
ourselves. Physical symptoms are the signal to do something. 

This is not to say that we are all responsible or to blame for our illnesses. 
Obviously there is a lot of stress coming from our environment which we cannot 
avoid. However,-we can take steps to try 'to keep it at a healthy level. If one area 
of our lives is stressful, we can try to reduce the stress in other areas. It is not a good 
idea to try to eliminate stress altogether, a lack of stress or challenge in our lives 
can be equally distressing and unhealthy. 

What then can we do to cope with too much stress? Firstl):', we need to limit or 
avoid the many popular means of dealing with stress as they actually generate 
more stress in the body. We need to limit our caffeine, cigarette and alcohol 
consumption. We need to be wary of taking tablets and other drugswhich don't 
actually deal with the cause of the stress, bttt upon which it is easy to become 
reliant. We need to s'tructure and limit these crutches. 

If we keep our bodies healthy, we will be able to cope with more stress. This 
means getting enough sleep; most people need seven or eight hours a night. One 
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woman in the workshop talked about her difficulty in sleeping. It was suggested 
to her that she at least try to get enough rest. She could relax with music or do one 
of the relaxation exercises demonstrated in the workshop. The most difficult time 
to relax is when we are stressed but it is then that the exercises may be most 
beneficial. 

To keep the body's stress level down, it is also important to eat well, even when 
cooking for one, and to have a good balanced diet. 

Exercise reduces stress immediately. Even when exhausted, a few good stretches 
or yoga positions can reduce the tiredness and feeling of being hassled. A few 
minutes jogging up and down the stairs will help, or dancing to the radio. It is 
important to tune into the body and shake out the tensions. Sports such as 
swimming or tennis are the most helpful of all. 

The need to care for and be accepting of ourselves was emphasised in the 
workshop. We must remember that we are entitled to the t~me it takes to look after 
ourselves. We deserve care simply for what we are, not for what we think we have 
done to earn it. We need to take the time to get i!l touch with our own personal 
needs, feelings and wants. As women we have been traditionally brought up to 
think of the needs of others before our own, but our first responSibility is ~lways 
to look after ourselves. 

The workshop agreed that we need to decide for ourselves what are the limits of 
o1;lr responsibilitJes towarqs others .. ,We need not always be there to do !Vhat 
otper~ want or a~k. We must be assertive with our families, and take the time to 
respond to OUI: own needs, and love and appreciate ourselves. 

In the concluding discussion, the participants recognised the need to limit goals, 
aims and plans. We cannot (bu~ often do) expect to be able to do everything. We I' 
need to shift more often from what we feel we oug\lt to do towards what we really . 
want to do. 

WOMEN AND MENTAL HEALtH 
Rapporteur: Mary Collins 

'\. 
A stimulating"lively, enlightening, and empowering warksh9~was.fadlitated 
by Pauline Beegan .. who opened the discussion by reinformi,ng"-ls o'f"he.appalllng 
consequences of the 1945 Mental Health' Act, wh,ich permitsJncCU'c.eration tQ:~ 
mental institution of any vulnerable ~itizen of this stater~g~inst tl)~ 1,ndivjdual' s 
own wishes. ' 
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There is no redress to involuntary commitm~nt, the committed person ends up 
in 'a_position of h~ving less rights than a convicted criminal. ---... -~ 
-the ~isc~sion amongst tne 30 or so women present was largely concerned with 
the vulnera..bility of women particularly within the present system, which on a 
day to day basis effects and affects our lives. Within the medical model advocated 
and perpetratellby gover~ment agencies, women particularly, find themselves 
disempowered by medicallabellirig and diagnosis of what is happening in their 
own lives. 

This reporter was very 'encourag~d by the liveliness, enthusiasm and con
structiveness ofthe worksh'bp conversations. Some ofthe women spoke with first 
harid'experience and l:mderst~ding of what becoming enmeshed in the Mental 
Health (sic) system meant for them. The stigma surrounding the acknowledge
ment that they were hospitalised or attending for treatment: their sense of total 
loss of their own autonomy, as power was systematically removed from them 
and their huge feelings of terror of the unknown. 

There was a young doctor among us, who 'was working within the psychiatric 
system, who expressed her feelings both of s~dness and frustration. She shared 
with us the' obvious sympathy and caring she expressed through her work, 
alongside a great sense of helplessness about how a few young like minded 
doctors could ever orchestrate change within such a powerful system. 

This doctbr's honesty and courage opened up the discussion to the exploration 
of how ~e, as women needed to develop our own behavibur towards ' the 
institutions both th~ large statutory ones and the subsidiary bodies that were in 
one way or another plugged into the umbrella-like structure. 

An empowering sense of our need to be aware of our own freedom of choice and 
self responSibility was expressed. 

The view was expressed that general pra~titioners a~e providing a service paid 
for, one way or another, by all of us,' and if that serviCe is not~the one required, 
requested or of the optimum use to us, then we must work individually and 
collectively to change the level of service offered to individuals. That G.P.' s must 
look at alternative to drugs such as ~ounsemng or psychotherapy and be-aware 
of self-help groups, classes etc. in the immediate community. The wort:.y was 

, voiced on how confidential individual's symptoms of depreSSion, anxiety"stress 
etc. actually were, when brought forth with a doctor. How easilY 'orre person 
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among us had obtained this information from a doctor over the phone simply by 
expressing her" authoritivf interest" in the patient, if she was a social worker: 
could not employees also have such easy access to this privileged information on 
potential or current employees. The feeling was also expressed that people were 
becoming poisoned by their medical cards, because it was easier and less 
threatening for a doctor to write a prescription for tranquillisers than to actually 
listen and hear what their patients were trying to tell them about their situations. 
The net result was that for many lithe symptoms of coming off valium were 
similar to their original problems." 

Pauline closed the workshop with a very soothing and joyous period of imagina
tive fantasy relaxation which left most of us with a strong, peaceful sense of our 
own selves and the pleasure of our own sensibilities. 

WOMEN GRIEVING 
Rapporteur: Helen Haughton 

Grief in some form touches all of us and is a natural part of life. It is a response 
to the loss of somebody or something to which we are attached and from which 
we are now separated. There are obvious losses, such as in widowhood, unem
ployment, death of loved ones, marital breakdown, but there are also many less 
obvious forms such as in adoption, infertility, children growing up and'leaving 
home, disability, and being unwillingly trapped in the caring role. 

Los~ is a time for adaptation, but time alone is not e,nough to bring resolution. Too 
often, we use denial of the pain being spffered, and it may fester and emerge in 
physical ways, or at a later time. We deny it at our peril. 

There are 4 main tasks in grieving:-
, 

1. To accept the reality of the loss (versus denying it); 
2. To experience the pain of grief (versus escaping, by using medication, alcohol, 

the stiff upper lip,) , .. 
3. To adjust to the environment of now (versus the past); 
4. To withdraw emotional energy from past attachment an<i~einve~t in the 

context of now. 

Grieving involves the total person, affecting emotions, behaviour, thoughts and 
spiritual life. Women are fortunate in that SOciety permits them to cry, - though 
not to show anger - and they usually have a network of supportive friends. 
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However, they a~e particuiarly'vulnerabie to grieving for a number of reasons:-

-~--=---

·t. _ Biol~~fcally,. women live longer, and marry younger than men, so are more 
liKely to b'e widQwed. Also, many complications arise around reproduction, often 
involvi.ngJo~,'i" eIther obvious or less~ so. , 
2. Deviatioll frGIp. what is.sonsidered "normal" for women may be difficult 
when there is cho'rc~,i.e. whether to remain single, marry but have no children, 
etc, but when there is ·no choice, as with infertility, it may be unacceptable also. 

3. Women are" set ~p" wit~ the role of carers. This can be a trap with endless self
sacrifice, with the los,s of idel1tity when the nest empties or widowhood occurs. 
This identity can be shattered a1so by marital breakdown, which has no rituals to 
release women from the" dead"' relationship or the married name. 

4. Absence of money, or knowledge of financial management is more likely to 
affect women than men, and add to their powerlessness during crisis. 

The image of women in the home is changing. but often this only means that they' 
carry a double burden - both home and work. 

lIt concluSion, we cannot look at women in isolation, but, acknowledging these 
factors, we can perhaps prevent ourselves passing them on to future generations. 

Our aim is not to elimin~te grief from women's lives. We should however address 
those factors which contribute to unnecessary distress and also support individu
als and families to work through the necessary process of grieving. 

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION 

1. Are there different "terrors" associated with growing old for women as 
compared with men? 

2. Do women agree to be caught in the II caring trap"? 

3. Do we rear our daughters for grief? 

4. To what extent could money solve the problems of "unnecessary grief"? 
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Two groups discussed the topics suggested by Irene Sweeney and then brought 
their ideas together. 

Firstly, it was pointed out that as women shoulder caring, we may prevent this 
aspect of men's personality from developing, and endorse the unequal roles. We 
may "need to be needed" excessively. It was challenged whether we should take 
responSibility for changing the rearing of our boys, as surely they can learn more 
from modelling on caring fathers. 

Secondly, for women, ageing is deplored, but those present felt the experience 
gained with age is worth the loss of appearance and gradual physical run-down. 
Menopause can be a positive experience, providing freedom. 

Thirdly, some women felt men can be patronising when women cry, and that. 
women were more likely to gain strength by proceeding through grieving, while 
men more often deny their loss, which is only a mask of strength. 

Strategies for change emerged in discussion. They included:-

1. Encouraging women to be equal partners in financial understanding. 

2. Recommending women to broaden their lives outside the traditional fields of 
home and re.lationships. 

3. Women need to ask themselves whether theY,must be primary care-givers 
forever, and how they would define their identity if they were not. 
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" Rapporteur: Jenl}.y.Carrol, 

" 
There were many ideas, neea~ and concerns expressed by a cross-section of 
women who actively participated in this workshop. 

It was noted that in the past it has been women who have brought about change 
in the area of rape and it will be women who will continue to do so in the future. 

The workshop articulated the important need to separate the reality of rape from 
the myths surrounding it and for women to reoognise that rape is a violent crime, 
expressed through power, control and domination, while using sex as a weapon. 

The main needs and concerns of the group centred around the importance of 
education. This included education for young and adolescent boys and girls, 
p~rents, teachers, the medical profeSSion, the police and the judiciary. 

The legal concept of criminalisation of rape within marriage was strongly 
supported. 

Another concern expressed centred around the images of women presented by 
the media i.e stereotypes of women as victim, as passive. The group deplored the 
portrayal of women being sexually abused and dramatically raped. 

A concern voiced by some rural women was the double difficulty in time of crisis 
of having no where to turn to in a small community where everyone knows 
everyone else. These women have no access to advice and support groups. 

Recommendations from the workshop included: 

1. The setting up of a women's centre or facility in all towns, villages and cities 
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in the country. This would not only help to breakdown barriers but would ensure 
that no woman is deprived of the vital support and advice that she needs in a 
crisis situation. 

2. The need for attitudes to continue to change in women and to start to change 
in men. To facilitate these changes,it was recommended that life skills teaching 
progrpmmes, together with sex education, be introduced into primary schools 
and continued through second-level schools. 

3. The recommendations detailed by the Rape Crisis Centres in a submission to 
repeal the Criminal Law Rape Act 1981 were all fully supported by the workshop. 

4. The desirability of the prosecution barrister not merely present4ng the case for 
the victim, but actually fighting on her behalf. This could help to side-step the 
constitutional barrier to independent representation for the victim. 

Another recommendation was the urgent need for Sp'ecial training. for the 
judiciary and in particular for the prosecution barristers and.judges, in r.elation 
to the "rape-trauma syndrome". This was strongly viewed as a necessary part of 
their work. 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
Rapporteur: Maura Casey 

The workshop opened by looking at" positively healthy" attitudes which would 
help break the cycle of violence in domestic relationships. It stated that the key 
question that peeqs to be a~ked is, if an adult person behaves violenijy, is he/she 
responsible fo," his/her ~~haviour? The a~swer must be, YES, and healthy 
attitudes in inpiyiquals .and society involve llll!19ng this clear. Violence against 
a~other person is a cri~e ... Unhealthy attitudes imply that the wife/victim is in 
some way re~ponsible fqr the fact that th~ assault took place. In a violent domestic 
situation, where the wife is being battered, the respons~bility tO,desist from such 
behaviour is the husbands'. He may well be under stre5~ but it is to be empha
sised that stress does not cause abuse; many men un.der enormous stress. never 
batter, and it is certainly possible for peop\e to cope with,.str~ss in farJess. 
destructive ways that this. Woman in her role '\S wife as else~lt~re is entitled to 
the full protection of the law. She is a person in her own right. 

Many members at the workshop believed that a n~d exists. t~ highUs,ht the. 
extreme vulnerability of women victims, and cited examples of their experJ~nce$ 
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which4ndicated that a low level of awareness exists in some sections of the legal 
-and GaI:iJ~g profe'sions of just how vulnerable women are. Battered wives are 
~onomic~ny vulnerable, for in the majority of cases they are full-time home.: 
.maKers 'anc,i totally dependent economically on the men who batter them. They 
'<ire emotfdt1irl!y"villherable, because in the majority of cases the batterer is the 
father ot'thei~iiild. reh. They reportliving in feat and terror of the next outbreak 
of violence. They ~o not feelsafe in their own ho~es. Many of them are frightened 
to take charge themselves, because they are terrified that it will "only make things 
worse". " 

The importance of the wo~an's self-image was stressed, and the need for 'the 
state to recognise the wife as.a full persQn under the law, and to treat violence 
against a wife with the same ser.iousness a's violence against a stranger. Several 
women in the group shared thal: they stayed in such marriages because of 
problems in giving up their homes, of feelings of isolation, because of lack of 
i:t'~ormation on what they could do, and lack of support within their community. 
There was also a call for a recognition of the ubmarried couple and their children 
to bdncluded in any proposed leglislation affecting the family. 

The importance of men's groups where men would learn to take responsibility 
for their own behaviour and learn coping strategies other than violence for 
dealing with stress was also discussed. , 

CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE 
! I Rapporteur: Bernie Purcell 

Bernie began hertalk by outlining the kind Of cases seen in the Dublin Rape Crisis 
Centre. These comprise of both men and women adults who were abused as 
children and teenage boys and girls who are currently being abused or who have 
been in the past. No children are seen in the centre although parents of children 
who have been abused 'are seen. Clients in the centre have been abused both 
inside and outside the family. 

She then described the therapy process that is followed in the centre People are 
referred through other people or agencies such as G.P.' s, social workers, teachers, 
etc. The first contact most people would have with the centre is by telephone. Our 
telephone counsellor speaks to them. She then sees them for an intake appoint
ment when their particular needs can be assessed and they will then be passed on 
to a full-time counsellor (qualified). Clients would then· see their counsellor for 
several individual sessions before probably being placed in a group that is 
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appropriate for their needs. The centre have found group therapy alongside 
individual to be very successful as victims of sexual abuse find great support in 
a group situation. 

Bernie then spoke at length about the silence surrounding sexual abuse. This 
silence is supported by all of us. The general attitude of society is that it just does 
not happen and although we speak of a taboo against incest, the real taboo seems 
to be against talking about it. There is a whole denial around the reality of incest 
and sexual abuse in general and a minimization of the damage it causes. We do 
not like to think about it and would prefer if those who have been abused would 
keep it to themselves and not force us to recognise the real horror of it. This rule 
of silence makes it incredibly difficult for those who have been abused to come 
out in the open and talk about it. This causes the victim herself to-deny the reality 
of it, convincing themselves it never happened or that it did not really matter that 
much anyway. This denial of their own reality only serves to damage the victim 
still further. The family also plays an important role in maintaining the silence. 
The victim of abuse within the family,often'becomes-an outcast from the family 
if she tries to tell of her abuse. This alienation again serves to keep the victim silent 
as most victims of incest still feel strong allegiance to their family in spitf/of the 
abuse. The silence of the victim is further guaranteed by society's blaming of any 
victim of sexual abuse. The victim of any kind of sexual abuse always seems to 
emerge as the" guilty" one. She is held responsible for what has happened and 
it is believed that she somehow caused it to happen. The victim'herself is also a 
product of our society and also believes, at least to saine degree~ that'she was 
responsible for the abuse bccuring. 

Bernie finished her talk by pointing out that although the whole subject of child 
sexual abuse in Ireland has been recognised for approximately 4/5 years, the 
figures are still increasing every year. The reality of sexual abuse has been 
acknowledged to some extent by society yet the·'authorities do not seem to have 
done anything to lower the incidence of child sexual abuse. This is a frightening 
thought and there would seem to be no--reason at 'p~esent to believe that the 
figures will decrease. It would need a maj()rchange in'S,ociety's attitude before 
any real impact can be made upon the incidence 'of child"sexual abuse. 

DISCUSSION -, 
The discussion which followed Bernie's introduction was related, to 'the issues of 
counselling victims of sexual abuse, treatment of offenders, the taw, and the 
continuing incidence of child sexual abuse. ' \,~ ..... 
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There was a lot of.~iscussion around what happens for the victim when having 
counselling. WOIl1en w~re_ interested to kno'o/ about the techniques used in 
~l)seJliQt bowJong the recovery process takes, what sort of improvement is 

" evidentjn ~ents after-counselling. There was a lot of concern and anger about the 
lack of sertrj~~avail~ble fQr .children who are peing sexually abused at present 
C\nd the fact ,that ther~ is no treatment for abusers. Prison was not seen as a 
satisfactory solu'ti,>n for abu~rs as there is no rehabilitation programme avail
able and abusers ~Ih~rg~ from prison,even more likely to abuse. It was pointed 
out that there is no hope..ofbreaking the cyclE; of abuse if no action is taken to treat 
offenders. 

'\. 
A lot of discussion centered~round children and teenagers who are being 
currently abused. The importanq of intervention and halting of the abuse was 
emphasised. There was general recognition of the fact that recovery from the 
effects of abuse is greatly enhanced if help is offered immediately after disclosure 
of abuse. It was noted with concern howeve~ that even where children have been 
helped and given some therapy at the time of disclosure, there are still issues 
around the abuse which do not emerge untij later e.g. their teen~. It was pointed 
out.however, that they are more likely to discuss problems if they have had good 
experience Of help in the past. 

The concept of power and the double standards applied to sexuality was 
energetically thrashed out. There were strong feelings around assumption that 
men must have sex and if deprived are justified in using children to sati~fy their 
needs. Power was seen as a strong motivating force in sexual abuse of all kinds 
and it was agreed that both men and women are brought up to believe that 
women are responsbile for con.trolling both their own sexuality and men's. 

The law was discussed briefly as to its effectiveness in protecting children. It was 
seen as extremely ineffective and long overdue for an overhaul. It was strongly 
feltthatthe law do~s_more to protect the abuse~ especially within the family, than 
the abused. The fact that any child should have to give evidence in court was 
deplored and the fact that corroborating evidence is needed was ridiculed in the 
light of the secret nature of sexual abuse in the first place. It was felt that the law 
reflects society's lack of caring and collusion with sexual abuse. 

The question of why a particular victim should be" chosen" to be abused was then 
raised and this initiated an amount of disclosure of sexual abuse within the group 
itself. Several people spoke of their own experiences of sexual abuse and the 
difficulty and pain it has caused. One woman had never said it before. ~eople 
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who spoke upwere listened to attentively and suggestions and advice were given 
by other members of the group. It was painful and brave of these women and 
added an, ep.or~o,u!\ sense~.f {e~lity. toth~:wnole discussion: ""(his ~a~ no longer 
theory butreahty.1t wAs notperhaps the best'forum: for these women but they felt 
alright about it afterwards. However, it just points to the need to recognise the 
pain of so many women and children in our midst and the necessity to break the 
silence. Fora short while that day, in tha~ small group of women, the silence was 
courageously and thoroughly shattered. 
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~OM'EN. POVERTY AND HEALTH 
\ , 

). 

.", 

Rapport~ur: Kate Breen 

This workshop was attended by about 40 women and the large number added 
greatly to the success of iti indi\Qdual experiences were related from the floor, and 
lively and sometimes heated discussion took place on all aspects of poverty. The 
original intention was to listen to three speakers and then to have an open 
discussion but in the event, the workshop was much more informal. 

. A very interesting aspect of this workshop was that we had women from every 
social and economic background participat~ng. Usually at seminars on poverty 
it is only iplpoverished women who attend 'so this workshop was a welcome 
change. . \ 

The first and probably the main point to be made is that poverty means a lot more 
than not having enough to eat or a roof over your head. We explored other aspects 
of p·overty such as: 

-not being able to socialise 
-not having money for family treats 
-not having access to third-level education 
-getting into debt for things like First Communion, Christmas, etc. 

We explored how being totally reliant on social welfare dictated everything 
about a person's life. This one fact decided:-

-where you live 
-where you shop 
-where you eat 
-what you wear 
·where you socialise 
·when you socialise etc. 

What the workshop found particularly interesting was the fact that women from 
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higher income groups who attended founa it to be an enlightening experience. 
They had until then no real concept of what poverty really meant to those who 
experience it. They tended to, b~lieve tpe m~ia image of unemployed people as 
"spongers on sOciety" etc. 

At this stage the workshop discussed the effect of poverty on women's health and 
especially on their mental health. Itwas agreed that a huge amount of stress can 
be caused simply by trying to make ends meet. One woman pointed out that the 
less money you have, the more additives you eat! 

One aspect of the Health Seryjces used exclusively by women .are the maternity 
services. The differences befw~en private and pQ.blic care were l discussed at 
length. It was also noted that ' most maternity hospitals do n1>t nave creche 
facilities for the other children of women attending the clinics and in the case of 
the Rotunda Hospital, it was alleged that children are not allowed into the clinic. 

The following r~comrhendati9'ns for 'the future from this workshop are: 

1. Free travel to maternIty hospital clinics for all pregrUmt wpmen. 
2. Creche facilities in all public buildings. 
3. Implementation of the recqmmend~tions of the Commission on Social Wel-

fu~ . 
4. The Council for the Status of Women to campaign for issues concerning 

worIdng-class women. _ 
5. Ch~nges in media attitudes to lower income groups. 

To sum up, the workShop'was very productive due to the mix of women-who 
attended. We finished on the note that lbwer income families have nothing to lose 
by getting inv01ved at local level to tight for their health, wealth, and hctppihess. 
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>r, ,tN' CONClUSI'ON ..... 
" 

1"( 
~~~~~~~~~ 

,\ " < 

'." Clare O'ConnorJ Pauline Beegan 

'r 

The re~prts pub4sheq here ~rlCfinctly sUl;l!tp.arise the opiniolls, percepti<;m~, and 
idea~ of women ,on the specifi~reas dealt ,with in the workshops during the 
H~alth C;pnference. However, several.common themes emerge from m .. ny of the 
workshops which deserve oyerall cOll1ment. These common themes include: 

(i) Women' s e~perienc~ and perception of the dq~tor - patient relationship. 
(ii) The sources, availability and orientation of information on health issues. 
(iii) The social and economic factors wl}ich eff~ctively reduce women's choices 

in relation to their owh health . 

(i) Women's Perception of the DoctorlPatient Relationship: 

From several workshops it was clear that many women' s ~xperiencE:' of dpctprs 
is, at worst, one of being dismissed .as qv~r-anx.ious, hysterical, evenJoolish: at 
best, one of frustration at being unable to effectively communicate with their 
d5>ctor. There are ~Il}flny.factors ,whicll co.n~rib~te. to this. From the \V0Il}'!n'!\ sidx 
there is often an over-expectat~9n 9f wJl~r~.,40~t9r call, do to solve:und~.r1y!~g 
problem~ which lead to illn~ss. In additiOl,l.~ mallY %men,fe,el i~tlmidatedRY tije 
"expert" and fail to make their dis-satisfaction with perscription-based solutions 
known to the doctor. From the doctor's side there is a background of training 
geared to curing illness rather than maintaining health. This leads to the percep
tion of a patient as a person with "X" ailment requiring "Y" treatment. Often the 
details of the illness and the need for treatment is inadequately communicated to 
the woman. In many instances, even when underlying problems, or the women's 
need for counselling or support is identified, the woman is not referred to groups 
or organisations which can provide help. 

Although many doctors are making considerable efforts to move away from the 
"illness-cure" approach to patients, lack of training in counselling methods,lack 
of time to deal with individual patients and an, often justified, resentment at 
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being expected to deal with many social problems with limited resources, can 
lead to frustration and a retreat to "traditional" approaches. 

The end - result - frustration and disatisfaction on both sides of the doctor / 
woman relationship -i:an be tackled by opening communication links between 
women's groups and the general practitioner. 

As evidenced by the workshop reports, there exists an impressive variety of 
women's groups providing services which range from crisis management (rape, 
incest, pregnancy counselling); bereavement counselling; illness related support 
groups. mental health groups to self-help and self-development groups. (A full 
list of groups with addresses is given at the back of this report). Many women 
spend hours in waiting rooms of doctors surgeries and/ or health dinics. These 
hours could be fruitfully spent if, instead of back-issues of magazines, informa
tion on support and self-help groups was availabl~. Converting the waiting room 
into a health information resource simply requires contacts to be made between 
GP.' s and support groups; the G.P. informing her / himself of the services offered 
by the groups and then allowing groups to leave information leaflets, contact 
addresses/phone numbers in her/his waiting room. 

Another area in which communication links could be readily forged is. that of 
medical training. Again, the expertise and resources of support groups can be 
utilised by training institutions to ensure that approaches to health and illn~ss, as 
perceived by women, are communicated to medical students and health profes
sionals. 

(ii) Health Information: 

Mistrust of medical advances and new technologies is not specific to women. 
However, in the context of female reproductive'health - where a predominately 
male profession makes decisions and choices in relatjon to the options which are / 
will be av~ilable to women - t~is mistrust t~kes on adQitional dimensions. More 
and more women are becoming w~ry, to !he pOint of reje'¢ti0n, Qf male profession
als telling them what contraceptive method they should usej how they,should 
react to and behave during pregnancy; 1).0"'1: they should giy,e btrtl,1; how;!hey 
should respond to menstrual and menopausal proRlem~ how t~ey shQuld dea~ 
with infertility etc. etc. There is considerable evidence to back up the contention 
that the area o(women's reproductive healthi.s one of the fe~ areits..wher~the 
practical knowledge of those with first !land experience of the, "prbpleq1~ is, 
largely disregarded in devising" solutions". Much of the informati,Qn availablM~ 
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medical'professionals is based on male obserVations of female experience. This 
inform~tion is assessed' and interpreted, again largely by men, and then pre
s~hted to :~.vomeri ~s the II expert" knowledge upon which they - women - should 
make fudgJroents and choices in relation to their reproductive health. It is small 
wonder tMt~sms of communication exist - as evidenced by the present 
hostility betweell. some women's group's and the medical profession on the area 
of reproductive te~hndlogy:---- ' 

'-

SQme positive moves have been made in 'maternity hospitals to redress the 
im~alance. However, COnSiderably more 'needs to be done in (i) ensuring that 
reS"earcl). and source informAtion takes-into account women's own 'experiences; 
(ii)'revising text-books--and trilining programmes for obstetricians, gynaecolo
gists, mid-~ives and other health professionals and (iiQ establishing ongoing 
communication links between professionals and women's groups with expertise 
in the area of reprbductive health. 

On more general health issues, those who ,provide, process and present informa
tion also heed to ensure that this informationjs not single-sex orientated. The dis
proportionate success of anti-smoking campaigns among male rather than 
female smokers suggests that many of the reaSons why women smoke are not 
addressed by'these campaigns. Differences in male and female attitudes to their 
own health need to be addressed in devising public awareness programmes on 
health issu~s. 

I 

(iii) Social and Economic Factors which affect the Health Choices: 

Although we may not like it, the present social position of women is such that 
they are the primary health providers, carers and educators. Though their roles 
as mothers and wives, women decide on the diet and nutrition of their families; 
they decide when to bring a child to the doctor /hospital; they often persuade/ 
cajole their husbands into looking after their health; they are the en~-stage carers 
for elderly relatives. These and other responsibilities, allied to limited finan'c~al 
resources, result in many women relegating their own health to st::cond place. 
Whatever nutritious ·food can be'afforded is given to'the 'children/husbano; a 
child's/husband's need to visit a doctor or-dentist willresult in the mother /wife 
postponing (sometitheS'indefinitely) her own visit. , 
With the current cut:'backs in hea,lth services, this problem has'become ac~te. In 
addition'to the above, women now have to provide nursing care' for telatives 
prematurely discharged from hospital. N1bre and-more women are being forced 
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into a position which prevents them from taking care of their own health. Sooner, 
rather than l~ter, the ill~redible shor!-sightness of present health policies will 
come pome to roqst - when tne'women~ho are now car tYing the can for these 
policies themselves become ill. 

It is in the interest of both women and health professionals to join forces to combat 
the health cuts'. Women 'should'attend' doctors/ dentists/hospitals when they 
need to - regardless of their ability to pay, Doctors / dentists/hospitals should 
encourage women to do this and combine with them to highlight the inadequa
cies and consequences of present health policies. 

The problem facing women in taking responsibility for their own health, and 
those facing the medical profession in facilitating women to do so, will not be 
solved overnight. We hope that the Health Conference and this report will begin 
a two-way process of communication between women's groups and medical 
professionals which will result in better health for all women. 
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-. LIST 'Of .rEALlH GROUPS 
\ 

" ~ 
A.A. fAlcoholics A[\on~ous) 
26 Essex Quay, Dublin 8. 
01-774809 /714050 
also.. in Belfast, Cork, Galway, Li~rick. · 

" AIDS ACTION ALLIANCE, \., 
PO Box 'l884, Sheriff Street, Dublin 1. 
0)-531169 . 

ALANON, 
12 Westmoreland Street, Dublin 2. 
01-774195 also Belfast.· 

ANOREXIC AID 
Hinchogue Cottage, Carrickmines, 
Co. Dublin. 

A.I.M.S. (Association for 
Improvements in Maternity Services) 
48 Wyvern, Killiney Rd., Co. Dublin. 
01-856947 

ASTHMA SOCIETY OF IRELAND 
24 Anglesea Street, Dublin 2. 
01-716551 

BARNARDOS (Single Parent 
Counselling Service) 
224 Harold's Cross Road, Dublin 6. 
01-977276 

CAIRDE (Support group for People with 
Aids) 
PO Box 1884, Sheriff Street, Dublin 1. 
01-733799/730877 

CHILDBIRTH TRUST 
9 Cabinteely Crescent, Dublin 18. 
01-856807 

CLEFT LIP AND PALATE 
ASSOCIATION OF IRELAND 
31 New Park Road, Blackrock, 
Co. Dublin. 
01-895480/326745 

COMFORT FOR CANCER 
Allendale, 5 Summerhill Road, 
Sanaycove, Co. Dublin 
01-806505 

COOLMINE THEREPEUTICDRUG 
COUNSELLING SERVICE 
Coolmine Lodge, Grove Road, Clonsilla, 
Dublin 15. 
01~214545 / 2 16564 

CREATIVE COUNSELLING CENTRE 
7, Park Road, Dun Laoghaire, 
Co. Dublin. 01-801671 

CURA 
Dublin 
01-710598 

CYSTIC FIBROSIS ASSOCIATION OF 
IRELAND 
24 Ir. Rathmines Road, Dublin 6. 
01-%2433 

DARNDALE BELCAMP 
HYSTERECTOMY GROUP 
clo Darndale Family Centre, 80 Primrose 
Ave., Dublin 5. 
01-472219/472555 

DISABLED PERSONS 
ASSOCIATION 
Cara Cheshire Home, Phoenix Park, 
Dublin 20. 
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DRUGS ADVISORY AND 
TREATMENT CENTRE ' , 
Jervis Street Hospital, Dublin 1. 
01-748412 

DUBLIN WELL WOMAN CENTRES 
73 Lt Leeson Street, Dublin 2. 
01-605517 

60 Eccles Street, Dublin I. 
01-728051/302626 

DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF IRELAND 
(Remedial Teaching) 
37 Rathfarnham Park, Dublin 14. 
01-902214 

IRISH FAMILY PLANNING 
ASSOCIATION 
P.O. Box 908, 15 Mountjoy Sq., Dublin I. 
01-744133/729574 

GAY HEALTH ACTION, 
13 Christchurch Place, Dublin 8. 
01-531165 

GROW (Community Mental Health) 
58 Thomas Street, Dublin 8. 
01-715979 
Mon., Wed., Fri. lO-lpm 

HEALTH RESEARCH BOARD 
73 Lr. Baggot Street, Dublin 2. 
01-761176/766076 

HEALTH EDUCATION'UNIT 
Department of Health 
Hawkins House, Dublin 2 

HOME BIRTH CENTRE 
20 Vernon Grove, Ratnga~ Dublin 6. 
01-960750 

HOSPICE FOUNDATION 
3 Fitzwilliam Place, Dublin 2. 
01-761274/612541 

HUNTINGTONS DISEASE 
ASSOCIATION OF IRELAND 
17 West Hill, Gorey, 
C~. Wexford. 
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HYSTERECTOMY SUPPORT GROUP 
c/o Darndale Family Centre, 
80 Primrose Grove, Darndale, Dublin 17. 
01-472219/472555 

ILEOSTOMY ASSOCIATION 
(Counselling Service) 
1 Woodfarm Avenue, Palmerstown, 
Dublin 20. 
01-265355 

INCEST CRISIS SERVICE 
01-7437% 

INFERTILITY GROUP 
c/o P.O. Box 908,15 Mounqoy Square, 
Dublin 1. 

IRISH ARTHRITIC & RHEUMATISM 
ASSOCIATION 
72 Northumberland Road, Dublin 4. 
01-688081 

IRISH ASSOCIATION.}'OR SPINA BIFIDA 
Ground FloOl; Joseph Plunkett Towel; 
Ballymun, Dublin II. 
01-421222 

IRISH CANCER SOCIETY 
5 Northumberland Road, Dublin 4. 

01-681855 ' 

IRISH DIABETIC ASSOCIATION 
Ballyneety House, 56 5th. Lawrence Road, 
Oontarf, Dublin 3. 
01-339577 

IRISH EPILEPSY ASSOCIATION 
249 Crumlin Road; Dublin 12. 
01-516371/516500 

, 
IRISH HOLISTk HEALTH 
ASSOCIATION ' 
c/o 22 Vernon Drive, Dublin 3. 
01-337735 pm " 

IRISH I<IDNEYASSO~I~ION 
29 Eatpn Square, Monkstown, ~, 
Co. Dublin: 01-802551 .... \ 

" "", .... \ "" 
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IRISH MEDICAL ORGANISATION 
(Women's Group) 
c/ O-~Qnica McWeeney, Kncxkoulart, 

.....( Bray RoaCt, ShankiU, Co. Dublin. -
01:8246q2 

\ 

IRISH STILLBIRTH &: NEONATAL 
SOCIETY '\, _ 
8 Granite Tce., In,chicore, Dublin 8. 
01-752664 

IRISH SUDDEN INFANT DEATH 
ASSOCIATION 
34 Sycamore Road, Meadowbrook, 
Dundrum, Dublin 14. " , 
01-983112 

IRISH WHEELCHAIR ASSOCIATION 
Aras Chuchulain, Blackheath Drive, 
Clontarf, Dublin 3. 
01-338241 

LIBERATION NETWORK OF PEOPLE 
WITH DISABILITIES 
c/o Nuala Cadwell, 98 Trees Road, 
Mt. Merrion. Co. Dublin. 

MASTECTOMY ASSOCIATION OF 
IRELAND 
14 Effra Road, Rathmines, Dublin 6. 

MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION OF 
IRELAND 
2 Herbert Avenue, Merrion Road, 
Dublin 4. 
01-695375/695096 

OVEREATERs..ANONYMOUS 
01-694800 

PARENTS UNDER STRESS 
Cathedral Street, Dublin t. 
01-742066 

RAPE CRISIS CENTRES 

Belfast 084-226803 
ClonmeI052-24111 
Cork 021-968086 
Dublin 01-614911 

Galway 091-64983 
Letterkenny 074-23067 
Mon. 10 - 12 am 
Sat. 12-4 pm 
Limerick 061-311511 
Waterford 051-73362 

REACH TO RECOVERY 
(support for women who have had breast 
surgery) 
5 Northumberland Road, Dublin 4. 
01-681855 

REDWOOD IRELAND TRAINING 
ASSOCIATION 
(Assertiveness & Sexuality Courses) 
01-511038/825460 

WOMENSAID 

Athlone - Auburn, Moate Road 
Bangor 080247-463608 
Belfast 084-662385/662348 
Goleraine080265-823195/823182 
Cork 021-509800 
Derry 0504-273164/26596 
Down 08024 7 -463608 
Dublin 01- 961002 
Galway 091-63581 
Limerick 061-42345 
Newry 080693-67174 
Omagh 080662-47746 
Portrush 0265-823195/823182 
Wexford - Killinick, Co. Wexford 

RUTIANDADDICTIONTJU:ATMENT 
CENTRE 
Knocklyon. Templeogue, Co. Dublin. 
01-946358/946972 

TRANKRELEASE 
P.O. Box 1378, Sherriff Street, 
Dublin 1 

TURNING POINT 
2 Lansdowne Gardens, Shelbourne Rd., 
Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. 
01-602600/680588 

• see telephone book 
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